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!l!h!k force suggests teacher merit pay 
Staff Writer systems on Tuesday. 
All pu:"lic school teachers 
should get larger salaries, and 
the best American educators 
may deserve to be paid more 
than their colleagues. 
James Sanders, president of 
the Illinois School Boards 
Association and a Marion at-
torney, was a member of the 
task force. 
The 21-member group, which 
was made up of teachers, school 
administrators, parents and 
lawmakers, wrestled since July 
with the issue of how to reward 
good teachers without allowing 
pay raises to be based on 
The task force unanimously 
agreed that while the basic pay 
of all teachers needs to in-
creased, states and local school 
boards should also try using 
merit pay systems. 
not be expected to solve all the 
nation's educational problems. 
"Merit pay is just one small 
piece of the overall puzzle," 
Simon said. "Those who are 
!ooking .for a simple, easy, 
mexpenslve, overall solution 
will find that it simply isn't 
there. " 
That was the word from a 
bipartisan task force, headed by 
U.S. Rep. Paul 5;'11on, whic ... 
released a report of 13 
recommendations for im-
proving the nation's elementary 
and secondary education 
Merit pay is "neither inex-
pensive, nor easy to achieve," 
according to the grour's report, 
but nonetheless "we support 
and encourage experiments 
with performance-based pay." 
Although the concept of merit 
pay for teachers isn't new, it 
became a subject of national 
debate early this summer when 
President Reagan antI favoritism. 
Simon, D-22nd District, 
cautioned that merit pay should 
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Southern Dlinois University 
State DelDocratic 
cOlDlnittee plans to 
endorse Mondale 
SPRINGFIELD (AP) 
Illinois' Democratic apparatus 
is cranking up for preSidential 
contender Walter Mondale, with 
the state party organization set 
to give him an unprecedented 
pre-primary endorsement, 
officials said Tuesday. 
Party leaders announced that 
a majority ofthe 22 members on 
the State Central Committee 
had agreed to endorse Mondale. 
The backing of the state party 
machinery would make the 
former vice president a for-
midable candidate in the March 
20 presidential primary here by 
marshaling support among 
nartv activists. 
- A "sp'JkeSl:1an for another of 
the leading contenders for the 
nomination. U.S. Sen. John 
v:enn of Ohio, discounted the 
impact of the endorsements, 
,. ~laiming Wenn enjoys wide 
popular support in Illinois. 
State Sen. Vince Demuzio, a 
committeeman from Carlin-
ville, said the state party en-
dorsement probably would 
come at tiN! next meeting of the 
panel, on Oct. 31. 
Mondalf would be the first 
contender for the Democratic 
presidential nomination ever to 
be formally backed by the state 
party in advan"e of the 
primary. 
"It's important that we unite 
behind one candidate and av'}id 
divisiveness," said Demuzio. 
James Holloway of Sparta, 
committeeman from Southern 
lIfinois, said Democrats wan~ to 
unify as early as possible 
behind one candidale be;::ause of 
the state's importance in the 
general election. 
"Illinois is a ... pivotal state. 
If you don't carry Illinois ... 
you're in dire straits," sai~ 
Halloway, an aide to 
Democratic Attorney General 
Neil Hartigan. 
Hansen claimed the en-
dorsements would scare off 
contributions to Glenn and 
others seeking the nomination. Starr (,boto by Scott Shaw 
The state will send 194 
delegates and 65 alternates to 
thE' national nominating con-
vention in San Franciso n(,1I:t 
July. Of that number. 116 
delegates and 38 alternatE!s will 
be elected in the primary. 
Larry Hansen, a veteran of 
Illinois politics and key M":1-
dale strategist, said the former 
vice president has received 
commitments from 14 members 
oC the State Central Committee. 
"Peol-ie are not inclined to 
throw money at a loser or a 
perceived loser," Hansen said, 
adding that the endorsements 
would attract "the sm2.!'t 
money." 
'C1Jgged hopper, 
Ed Hurlein, senior in agricultural Business economics, worked to 
unclug a hopper on a soybean bin at the University Farms feed mill 
M'onday afternoon, 
USO asks city for assistance 
By Paula J. Finlay 
Staif Writer 
Organizing bands for this year's 
Halloween party has gotten expensive, and 
the Undergraduate Student Organization 
has asked the Carbe\dale City Council for 
financial help. . 
The USO and the Student Programming 
Council have taken the responsiblity for 
providing entertainment on East Grand 
Avenue during City Fair Days, and they 
have run into expensea $1,000 more than the 
$2,500 they it.ad anticipated. 
Marc Furman, usa city affairs com-
missioner, asked the City Council Monday 
night to waive the $100 booth license fee for 
the usa and the council indicated it will 
comply with that request. 
Profits from the booth will be .. sed to 
offset the additional expenses which will be 
divided equally between the USO ai1d SPC, 
Furman said. 
The groups have arrclnged for Big Twist 
and the Mellow Fellows, and a warm-up 
band to perform Saturday night, Oct. 29, at 
the east end of the Recreation Center. Costs 
for the bands'and related expenses such as 
lighting and security are $3,500, and so far 
the groups have come up with only $2,500, 
which the Office of Student Affair has 
guarantee...: !o the USO to cover the cost of 
the contracted band, according to 
background information supplied to the 
cOIll'.cil. 
Attempts to secure corporate spon-
soMhip have been unsuccessful, according 
to the background information. 
.The bands were part of a plan to disperse 
the Halloween crowd from South Dlinois 
Avenue onto East Grand Avenue and since 
the usa "went out on a limb" to help do 
that, the council indicated that the booth 
licen~-:ree for the group should be waived. 
The USO will be selling hot dGg5 and soft 
drinks at its booth during City Fair Days, 
Bill Fuller, USO chief of staff said Tuesday. 
Both the USO and SPC will be selling 
Halloween T-shirts and buttons for the 
Chamber of Commerce and will split the 
profit with them, he said, !lnd SPC will bE' 
using a booth supplied by the Chamber. 
In a special formal session, the council 
unanimously pa:;sed a resolution CGm-
mending Gov. James R. Thompson for his 
decision not to locate minimum security 
prisoners at the Baptist Student Center on 
Campus Drive, 
The resolution also expressed the 
council's appreciation of Carbondale 
citizens, state'legislators and local Baptist 
chur::iles that helped in the petition and 
letter-writing campaign against the Illinois 
Department of Corrections proposal to 
house prisoners at the BSC. 
In the resolution, the cour.cil voiced 
opposition to the Illinois Department of 
Corrections locating any minimum 
security prisons in Carbondale_ 
Secre:.ary of Education Terrell 
Bell promoted giving monetary 
awards for superior tE'aching 
performances. 
Reagan's appeal for per-
formance-based pay has been 
~':fu~s:t1G,~vA.;~~~iati~~tiO;~~ 
NEA has lobbied for across-the-
board salary increases. 
NEA President Mar'! Hat-
wood Futrell was a member of 




By Phillip Fiorini 
Staff Writer 
A $1.6 million state ap-
propriation for a library storage 
Cacility ilt SIU-C will not be 
released until the University 
indicates a specific site, said a 
spokesman for the state Bureau 
oC Budget's Office Tuesday. 
But Vice Chancellor James 
Brown said that the University, 
by way of a priority list, has 
indicated a site the BOB can 
accept. The University's first 
preference for a storage facility 
is the Bracy Building. a grocery 
warehouse in Marion. 
Pat McKinzie, a BOB 
spokesman, said that the BOB 
"wants a specific site before the 
money can be released." She 
said that it's still a matter oC 
where the University wants to 
go. 
However, the state Capital 
Development Board can't make 
• an offer to the owner of any of 
the sites the University has 
listed until the money has been 
released by the BOB, according 
to Les Pauly, CllB dir~tor of 
public affairs. He said the CDB, 
which must approve all 
university capital cevelopment 
requests, cannot "set that 
direction." 
Last month, the CDB, which 
approves all university capital 
development requests, ap-
proved r proposal ~nd 
requested that the BOB 
determine if the state had 
enough funds to cover the $1.6 
million -appropriation. Pauly 
said the pr(lposal didn't identify 
any' s~ific sites. 
Pauli said that he doesn't 
know what type of com-
municationis needed, but he 
said apparently the BOB hasii't 
received enough information to 
release the funds. He said it'~ a 
normal procedure for the BOB 
to request a specific site. 
Brown said that the "things 
needed doing are getting done." 
He said he thought the CDB was 
in ·the process of developing 
negotiating docume,lts and. said 
that the University wouldn t 
know which site couid be pur-
chased until the CDB had 
agreed ort a price with the 
owner of one of the buildings. 
The Board of Trustees 
See LIBRARY, Page 3 
~us 
'Bode 
Gus says the Bracy Building 
deal is begilwing to look like the 
old don't-say-anything-and-
maybe-it'!l-go-away trick. 
Teachericontractapproved GJVews Roundup 
Reputed mob bosses charged By Patrick Williams 
Starr Writer 
By a 4-3 vote, Carbondale 
Community High S.-:hool 
District 165 Monday night ap-
proved a contract that would 
give teachers raises of 5.3 
percent and 6.~ percent. 
The teachers approved the 
} contract 73-5 last Friday. 
The total package, which 
includes increases in extra duty 
pay and money for insurance 
premiums, is $i71,225 over last 
year's contract. 
Although board member 
Richard Cannon agreed that 
CCHS teachers "had taken it on 
the chin" in past years due to 
tight district budgets, he said 
the contract is "(fet:initely not in 
the best interest af the district 
as a whole." ·He voted against 
the proposal. 
The contract is about $30,000 
over the board's most recent 
offer, which was rejected by the 
teachers 66-8 in early Sep-
tember. The teachers have been 
working without a contract for 
the past seven weeks. The pay 
raises will be retroactive to the 
beginning of the school year. 
The contract increases the 
base pay rate by 5.3 percent and 
gives teachers whose pay is 
frozen at the top of the scale a 
6.9 percent raise, said board 
member Barbara Bennett, a 
member of the district's 
negotiating team. 
It also includes a $28,425 in-
crease in the amount the 
district is paying for teachers' 
health .insurance coverage, 
Bennett said, and $8,500 ad-
ditional extra duty pay to be 
divided between about 40 
~:c~~US' a~:u~s~c~nd!~iiuii 
premiums' under the board's 
two health insur:mce plans -
$65.49 for Biue Cross-Blue 
Shield and $55.31 for Shawnee 
Health Insurance. 
For family insurance 
coverage, the district will pay 
• $90.91 of t"e premiums, Bennett 
said. Family premiums for Blue 
Cross have gone up $109 over 
the past year to $204.93 ar.d up 
$10 to about $155 for Sha.,nee. 
The amount the district will 
pay for insurance premiums is 
about double lhat of last year's. 
A mediator was called in to 
assist in the negotiations. 
Although the mediator left 
before the dispute was settled, 
disl:ict superintendent Reid 
Martin said he was helpful in 
bringing the two sides together. 
In addition to Cannon, board 
members Carol McDermott and 
William Schwegman voted 
agal;;,;t the c!lntract. Members 
Robert Brewer, Arthur Black, 
Larry Young and Bennett voted 
for the contract. 
"I would not be voting yes if I 
thought it would put the district 
in financial jeopardy," Bennett 
said. 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Fifteen men. including seve~al 
reputed organized crime bosses, were charged in. an .lD 
dictment unsealed in federal court Tuesday with sklmmmg 
nearly l'I2 million from Las Vegas casinos. 
Justice Department officials said the indictment was one ?f 
th,: most far·reaching ever returned linking groups 10 
nllmerous cities to hidden ownership of Las Vegas casinos. 
One federal law enforcement source said it reads like a "who's 
who of organized crime in the Midwest." 
~upreme Court denies Hiss retrial 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court on Tuesday 
refused to help clear the name at Alger Hiss, who1Se 
prosecution 33 years ago symbolized the Cold War scare over 
communist infiltration and remains, by his account, "an 
unhealed wound in the nation's body politic." 
The justices turned away arguments aimed at reopening 
Hiss' 1950 perjury conviction, which held that he lied hy 
denyin~ he was a spy for the Soviet Union. 
Israeli cabinet devalues currency 
GPSC to consider resolutions 
TEL AVIV (AP) -Israel's new government devalued the 
currency 23 percent Tuesday and raised the price of basic 
foods 50 percent, setting off a ~tampede to buy meat, milk and 
bread before the increases took effect. 
The Histadrut, Israel's 1.5-million-member labor 
federation, set a two-hour warning strike for Thursday to 
protest the steadily eroding purchasing power of working 
people. By John Stewart Staff Writer 
The Graduate and 
Professional Student Council 
will meet at 7 p.m. Wednesday 
to consider resolutions on the 
Affirmative Action Office. 
Morris Library, and SIU-C's 
alcohol policy, in addition to 
discussing a possible athletics 
fee increase. 
The council will consider a 
resolution stating that Morris 
Library has begun to lose its 
effectiveness as an educational 
resource. The resolution cites 
the library's shortened hours, 
its reduction of periodical 
subscriptions and missing and 
lost articles and books as 
reasons for'" the loss of ef-
fectiveness and ·~alls for ad-
ministrative action to halt the 
decline. 
The GPSC also will consider 
options concerning the struc-
ture of the Affirmative Action 
Office and the qualifications of 
its officer. On Sept. 22, GPSC 
president Ann Greeley and 
philosophy instructor Elizabeth 
Eames asked President Albert 
Somit to delay the search for a 
new affirmative action officer 
until Nov. 15. The delay allows 
time for constituency groups to 
respond to administration 
proposals. 
Psychology instructor Jack 
Printing Plant .SC COPIES 
-"'''//e-you-.".It-s~ 
• Thuls Coplu - on 
rag content paper -
6Covernight service. 
.• Multi-page originals 
mus/feed in 
document feeder. 
• Plain white paper 
copies - other paper 
at additional charge. 
• All sales tax 
included in above 
prices. 519-3115 
606 S. DUnois 
C.ubondale 
MCKillip drafted a resolution 
opposing outside sponsorship of 
events and activities by liquor 
companies. McKillip is asking 
the GPSC, the College of Liberal 
Arts Council. the Faculty 
Senate and the Graduate 
Council, the Graduate School's 
faculty-student policy making 
board, to consider the 
resolution. 
Hepresentatives will be asked 
for their views in a survey about 
a proposed athletics fee in-
crease to repair, replace, anc! 
modernize athletics facilities. 
Vice President for Student 
Affairs Bruce Swinburne will 
present the fee increase at a 
GPSC meeting Oct. 26. 
The devaluation of the Israeli shekel and the price hikes 
were adopted at a nine-hour overnight. Cabinet meeting held 
just hours after Prime Minister YitzhRk Shamir was sworn in 
b~' Parliament as Menachem Begin's successor. 
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MERIT from Page 1 
the task force and endorsed 
experimentation with merit 
pay. In a tp.levised interview 
Tuesday, she said that the NEA 
still has "reservations" about 
merit pay, but is willing to 
discuss it. 
David Carle, Simon's press 
aide, said that the task force 
responded to critics' concerns 
about favoritism by recom-
mending that sc!lools use a 
system of peer review in 
determining merit, rather than 
allowing administrators to 
make "arbitrary decisions." 
The report also urges schools 
which adopt merit pay 
programs to hold periodic 
reviews of the program, he said. 
Sanders, who flew back to 
Marion Tuesday night, said he 
thinks local schools can work 
out a workable system of merit 
pay. 
"I believe that there's still a 
place in our school system to . 
reward a good teacher," he 
said. 
Although the report recom-
mends that all teachers' 
salaries be increased. it doesn't 
give any dei.liled proposal for 
financing those bigger 
paychecks. 
Simon said that although it 
was not a formal recom-
mendation, the "~eneral 
opinion" of the task force was 
that real-estate taxes should not 
be increased to raise salaries. 
He said he would encourage 
states to consider increasing 
their income taxes or cigarette 
taxes to finance increased 
teacher salal'ies. 
Sanden ago ~"d that in-
creased salaries should not 
come from higher property 
taxes. 
• 'The pres" •• t system of 
taxation being used to support 
public education will not work," 
he said. 
But Sanders !oaid that 
alternative funding methods, 
such as increasing the :tate 
income tax, will not work unless 
the public is shown that 
teachers deserve higher 
salaries. 
_ "We need to take this 
program to the people and show 
them how kids' test scores are 
going down and how we are 
falling behind other countrhs in 
education," he said. "Until we. 
get that story out we won't get 
anything done." 
A few of the task force's othe. 
recommendations will involve 
the federal government, and 
Carle said Simon will help 
develop legislation to enact 
them. -
One proposal that Simon will 
LmRARY frOID Page 1 
pusn for is a $50 million-a-year 
project to provide 10,000 
scholarships - 23 in each 
congressional district - for the 
most talented high school 
graduates who plan to go into 
teaching. Carle said that in 
return for the scholarship the 
students ~f)uld agree to a two-
year teach'.ng commitment. 
Simon will also promote 
federally funded summer re-
training programs designed to 
introduce educators to new 
information and teaching 
techniques, Carle said. Another 
federal project Simon will 
promote is a fellowship 
program to reward "out-
standing" teachers. 
It is estimated that the cost of 
the federal programs would be 
below $200 million, Carle said. 
The task force also recom-
mended upgradin~ depart-
ments of education 10 colleges 
and universities and raising the 
standards needed to be met by 
new teachers, Carle said. 
The group also urged in-
stitutions of higher education to 
strengthen student-teaching 
programs and teacher 
retraining programs, he said. 
Another reco._lmendation of 
the report, Carle said, is that 
schools provide periodic 
evaluation of administrators. 
authorized the Capital 
Development In July to 
stipulate a price that would 
have to be agreed upon by both 
the CDB and the owner of 
whatever building is purchased. Student Center near campus. 
The University's second choice Brown said he was "perfectly 
for a facility is the Wal-Mart happy to sit back" and let the 
building in Carbondale and the BOB and the CDB do all the 
third choice is the Baptist work_ 
A M.dltotlon Group Is now 
forming. Beginning and Ad-
vanced levels of Meditation 
Instruction will be available. 
Novice and experienced 
meditators are all welcome 
to join. Topics for lecture 
and discussion will be drawn 
from the teachings of 
...:l .... _________ ..... Krishnamurti. Zen and 
meditation groUO Tibetan Buddhism. 
The instructor has eight years or experience in Meditation and 
consciousness studies. The group wi" begin October 19. 1983. 
and wi" meet from 7 to 8:30pm on Wednesday evenings at 
the Wesley Foundation. 816 S. /l/inols Ave. (across from Mc-
Donald·s). 
For enrollment and information contact Steve Ellis 
at 549-0459. 
TAKE ANOTHER 
ASPIRIN & IGNORE 
THEOBYIOUS 
Headache pain is often 0 worning signol to the body thot 
something is wrong. Yet. often when we get rid of the poin, 
we're ignoring the problem behind it. 
There are many causes of headaches. One of the most fre-
quent is misali!;nmen' of one or more of the smo" spinal bones 
in the nE':k. When these CERVICAL VERTEBRAE are displaced. 
the nerves betw_n them are affected_ Headaches of all kinds 
may result; migranes. poin at the base of the sku". behind the 
eyes or the forehead. 
Doctors of Chrioproctic are 
experienced in treating 
headaches of this kind. They 
can restore cervical vertebrae 
to their proper position. thu~ 
halting the poinful nerve in-






City says it can't afford to pay 
for restoration of brick street 
By Paula J. Finlay 
Stan Writer 
Restoring the brick pavement 
on North Washington Street to 
keep in character with the 
neighborhood's historical 
buildings sounded like a good 
idea to the City Council, but the 
extra $30,000 needed for the 
project didn't. 
The council Monday night 
indicated that it would go along 
with a request from merchants 
on the 100 block of North 
Washington to replace the brick 
pavement on their block to 
maintain the historical neigh-
borhood - if the funds could be 
found. 
The street will be replaced 
after a wastewater transfer 
l'ewer is laid there this fall and 
the brick restoration would ('ost 
more than $30,000 more than the 
planned concrete paving. 
". certainly would love to see 
this brick pavement restored," 
Councilman Neil Dillard said. 
"Our problem will be financing 
it over the long term." 
Councilman Archie Jones 
agreed, saying that the brick 
'pavement would be "a fine 
thing to have," but that he 
didn't think the extra money 
could come fr,!m city funds. 
The council directed the staff 
to examine alternatives for the 
brick restoration and possib!e 
sources of funding. 
Many buildings on the block 
were built during the mid-19th 
to the early-20th centuries and 
are architecturally and 
historically significant and are 
being restored to their original 
look, Gail White, a Carbondale 
architect. told the council. 
White, who has helped to 
restore severa) historic 
bUildings in Carbondale, made 
· the brick restoration request on 
behalf of the businesses on the 
100 block of North Washington 
- Gail White and Associates; 
A.B.C. Liquor Store; Tres 
Htmbres Restaurant; The 
American Resources Group, 
Ltd.; and The Jackson County 
Stage Company, which recently 
opened in the old Carbondale 
Opera House. 
· Michael McNemy, a member 
of the Illinois Historic Sites 
Advisory Council, said that the 
area, which was formerly 
known as the Carbondale 
Square, could be designated as 
an historic district and qualify 
for funding. 
Brick pavement would cost 
more initially, White said, but 
would have long-range benefits 
of lower maintenance costs and 
slowing traffic. 
Edward Reeder. superin-
tendent of public works, 
· cautioned that a contract for the 
sewer project has already been 
awarded to J and L Robinson 
Development and Construction 
of Murphysboro and that a 
delay might result in penalties 
to the city. 
"We've actually had to hold 
him off from the area until 
we've made a decision," he 
said. 
Now when you buy any ArtCarved 
college ring, you not only get one 
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Watered-down records act a paper tiger 
A REGPONSIBLE government must be held accountable for its 
actions. That is Ute premise of the federal Freedom of Information 
Act and similar FOI or "open records" laws OD the books in 49 
states. 
When we say 49 states, we exclude Dlinois - though It is 
tedmically wrong to say this state has no provision for public access 
to government records. Tbe State Records Act, in effect since 1957, 
does free some state records to scrutiny by the public. Yet com· 
paring that law's definition of accessible records tc the definition 
laid out in a new FOI proposal passed in the Legislature's last 
session is like holding a candle to the sun. 
Tbe old law basically ~ public access to records which are 
required to be kept by state law. That excludes many documentary 
materials which a state agency may prepare and keep - and which 
may be useful to and in the interest of the public - but which aren't' 
required under state law. 
AS IT WAS SENT to the governor, the new proposal simply made 
access to records, kept by law or not, the rule instead of the ex· 
ception. But while Gov. James Thompson left the bill's broad 
definition of accessible records in large part intact, he called for 
elimination of criminal penalties for deliberate failure to comply 
with the provision. . 
In virtually all aspects of the original measure, the burden is laid 
upon state agencies to prove that a record does not meet public 
records criteria in ordfar to wi~d it. 
But without the criminal penalty for noncompliance laid out in the 
original version - a Class C misdemeanor carrying a $500 fme and-
or 30 day J imprisonment - the only thing a state officip"; need fear 
in denying access to a record is the possibility that a court will 
enjoin that denial. 
BILL MILLER, the Sangamon State professor who is president of 
the state Freedom of Inlonnalion Council, said stripping criminal 
penalties would allow public officials to "thumb their noses" at 
requests for public records. What do they have to lose? Without 
('~iminal penalties, basically, the burden in any attempt to fl'ee a 
i'eCOl'd faUs back on the seeker. 
In all likelihood, open records proponents face three relatively 
bleak possibilities in the near future, Miller said: an uphill fight -
particularly against stiff Senate opposition - for an override of 
Thompson's amendatory veto; acceptance of the bill in its 
weakened form, with the hope that future amendments will return 
some of its bite; or total rejection with the hope that a more com-
passionate atmosphere will exist in the future for the open records 
concept. . 
WITH OR WITHOUT approval of the watered-down bill, open 
records as a prerequisite to responsible government will still be 
missing in Dlinois. A commendable effort to make government 
accountable will almost certainly become yet another paper tiger. 
Does education need merit pay 'quick-fix'? 
.-\ LACK OF sufficient numbers of quality teachers is an ongoing 
crisis in American education. One plan for rewarding the best 
teachers - merit pay - has been suggested as a possible answer. 
But some educators think that merit pay will cause unnecessary 
conflict and competition between teachers. 
Gov. Lamar Alexander of Tennessee favors the merit-pay 
"'ystem. He said he thinks the system is a viable option for im-
proving teacher quality without a flat, across-the-board pay raise 
for all teachers. Across-the-board raises are a strain on already-
strapped U.S. school systems, but a selective merit-pay system, 
Alexander said, would allow the school systems to "evaluate IM!Ople 
every so oCt.eIl to see how they're performing, and if they are doing 
well, you pay them more." 
HOWEVER LUCRATIVE the merit-pay system may seem on the 
suriace, it is not without its drawbacks. Opponents charge that the 
5)'stem will cause jealousy among teachers and lends itself to 
political corruption. Another problem is establishing a meaningful 
and workable method of evaluating teachers. 
The president of the National Education Association, Willard 
McGuire, opposes the system. 
"Probably the most serious fault of merit pay is that it assumes 
that only a small percentage of teachers is meritorious and that 
they can be identifiecl," he said. "What you are ba~cally telling the 
parents is that 60 percent or so of their teachers don't measure up." 
He is concerned that it would also make the schools a "bat-
tleground" between parents and administrators as parents seek 
meritorious teachers for their children. 
ALEXANDER said parents already try to get their children in 
classes with the best teachers and that merit pay would not step up 
that competition. ''They also know that many of our best teachers 
are leaving the classroom because of our outmoded pay scale." 
Alexander said some sort of new pay scheme is needed to draw 
bright new teachers into the classrooms and that merit pay may be 
the incentive that gets those I..:w teachers. 
McGuire notes, however, that "you can't talk about adding salary 
incentives until you have adequate pay for everyone. The pot of gold 
is several years down the road for beginning teachers under the 
present merit plans. The new teacher has no assurance he will 
obtain it. So the incentive argument is not a reasonable one. 
EVERYONE agrees that teachers are woefully underpaid and 
that some system is needed to draw new teachers into the classroom 
and keep the best ones there. Merit pay is a quick-fIX "litemative to 
across-the-board pay raises. The systems now in use, how·~er, are 
susceptible to corruption and are only a drop in the bucket for 
financially strained teachers fleeing to other occupations. 
Something needs to be done to make education more lucrative for 
all of our teachers and not just a chosen few. 
Free Forum Area 
should be' marked, 
used by orators 
As part of a continuing 
tradition, my class was once 
again disrupted Friday by the 
sounds of an orator and 
hecklers from the area between 
the Student Center and Faner 
Hall. I am writing for the sake 
of the record, just in case 
anyone wonders whether 
University classes are really 
disturbed by this activity: yes, 
they are disturbed. Students 
trying to listen in class are 
distracted, and students trying 
to speak in class sometimes 
stammer because they feel as if 
they are being interrupted. We 
found it necessary to stop the 
hIsiness of the class in order to 
discuss whether it would be 
worthwhile for me to leave the 
classroom to telephone security 
officials. In the end, I did not 
call, and by the end of the class 
period the noise had stopped. 
I have written to the editor 
. before about this problem 
(summer 1982). In that letter I 
explained why language classes 
in particular need a good 
acoustic environment. I also 
told how on that O;;casion I tried 
to reason with the speaker, to no 
avail. 
Naturally, the Faner-Student 
Center area is more attractive 
to a speaker than the official 
Free Forum Area, as more 
people tena to congregate 
between the two buildings. But 
given the ongoing problem of 
disrupted classes, I would like 
to make two suggestions for 
solving the problem long-term, 
rather than on the present in-
cident-by-incident basis: (1) 
that the Free Forum Area be 
more clearly marked as such, 
and (2) that speakers announce 
the events in advance (by 
posters, the Daily Egyptian, 
etc.) so that those interested 
can attend. 
- Lee Hartman. 
Associate Professor. Foreign 
Languages and Literature. 
BSC proposal deserved a rational study 
Probably more paSSion and 
fear are raised by crime and 
prisons than by any other of our 
public issues, especially whee 
the mass media exploit the 
unusual opportunity 10 obtaiil 
the attention of readers. The 
Daily Egyptian is now 
presentin, an excellent case 
study in its reporting of the 
proposal that the Baptist 
Student Center building become 
a facility to house a number of 
young men who were convicted 
of criminal acts. 
Victimization studies have 
clearly established that only a 
portion of those persons who 
have engaged in behavior that 
legally qualifies as a crime end 
up in prison or are even subject 
to arrest. Among the faculty, 
administrators and students at 
SIU-C there are many who 
could state on an anonymous 
self-report questioMaire that 
they, too, could have become 
prison inmates if luck had not 
been with them. 
Second, when the location of a 
correctional facili~ becomes a 
public issue, attention is riveted 
on the minority of offenders who 
engage in' violent crimes as 
though they represent the total 
num6er of persons who have 
been labeled as "prisoners," 
regardless of the great variety 
of their personal characteristics 
and behaviors. "Rape" and 
"murder" become cue words in 
cries to erect walls against 
these "animals," regardless of 
the basic similarities between 
Don't eliminate black studies 
The recommendation of the more knowledge about Black 
General Studies Advisory history and Third World nations 
Council to eliminate Black instead of less. If there is ever a 
American Studies courses is a funcbGil of a General Studies 
serious mistake. While I can't curriculum to develop good 
believe that the suggestion is citizenship nothing can be more 
a"deliberate effort to un· important than to understand 
dermine the BAS program," it the pluralist basis of American 
does seem to be insensitive, socielf and the most important 
short-sighted,.and a surrender minonty in our nation. 
to the p'rejudices of Watt-type Africa and the Third World 
mentality. are inextricably woven into our 
Black American Studies, on economic, social, and political 
the contrary, should be en· wel1are and destiny. Both these 
couraged for aU students. Our courses ought to be encouraged 
pr ~blems of e¥c relation· a~d. built up, rather than 
ships and equal rights are far elimmated. - A.J. Auerbach. 
from being solved. We need ProfeslOl' Emeritus. 
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behavior, aspirations and 
eligibility for acceptance by 
others. 
Third, it is strange that even 
religious groups are caught up 
in the paSSion of a total war on 
those officiaDy designated as 
criminals. Dedicated "servants 
of God" will lend support to 
other stigmatized groups -
your October 7 issue carried the 
headline "Gays want 'Walls 
Tom Down'" - but somehow 
the prospect of a correctional 
facility near their churches and 
homes rail to draw a similar 
tolerance and understaQdi.!lg. 
i'ourtn, I ... ner" than drawing 
blatant emotion, the Baptist 
Student Center proposal should 






appropriate to a university 
community. Where is the 
foresight, willingness to ex-
periment, drive for moder-
nizing obsolete social in-
stitutions, desire for more 
humane treatment of one 
another, and other values that 
are extolled in ather public 
issues? The Carbondale power 
structure has demostrated its 
support of such values in the 
last decade when it came to 
realize the future and self-
interest of Carbondale are that 
of a university community. 
Your editorial, "DOC's 
Burden Heavy in Justifying 
Prison," (October 7 issue) is 
correct in demanding that the 
Department of Corrections 
present a plan for use of this 
facility that does not "dump a 
~lll~~"Vi~~1 
prison in Carbondale's lap." 
But the editorial also implies 
that the DOC has sole respon-
sibility. In other words, the 
Daily Egyptian joins those who 
believe that "they should do 
something" and that what is 
done about convicted offenders 
is not "our" problem. Would it 
not be more appropriate to 
advocate a responsible in-
vestigation of the basic facts -
including any real danger to 
local people - to determine 
whether a genuine break though 
in penology can be made here 
through a partnership between 
the community, the University 
and the DOC'? 
- Elmer H. 
Johnson. Center for the Study of 
Crime. Delinquency, and 
Corrections. 
By Brad Lancaster 
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Staff Photo by Scott Shaw Playn Men - Guy Kammerer, Brent ~allarab and Craig Ryterski - performing at Hangar 9. 
'~ 
~ 
Dance ·ril .he cow," comr hornc--to th~ FRED'S Hoedown. rht' 
Cotton,EvC'd Joe, and the" popular Grandpa Danc·c, (vou mav ~urr 
a~ a younK mtln. but you'll ~Icp off thr dancr floor fe-elin' like- a Grand", ... ' 
fRIDAY·JACKIE MARTIN 
SATURDAY-STEUE NEWBERRY 
RESERVE A TABLE CAll 504\1·8271 
.. _.. ,. ...... ). '~,"" 
"'\~ar afterste year, seme r 
after semester, 
the coI~ Pan flOOt Fidelity Union Lite 
h811 be"n th" most acc"pt"d. most popular lif" in.uranc" 
prorram on campu"". all onr America_ 
Find out why. 
Playn Men set themselves apart Contact: ~~o<;~:~ 
Suite 14 
a Union~fe 
~~~~ the aB:~~~b~e~ ~~rip g~r~o;u~p~~;;;;;;;c4a~;~I'~I~d;8~;le;;;;;;;:~ :;;;;;;~;~J~~I~y::n: [~:~r~'~f:~§',,~ rih~m.;;&;an ~p-
~~~~fi~~i~g:O~b~~ ;;~~t~~:iO~ ~~~~st~:~!~i~n~~~mong the r
1
, ~. ~~,~"f!1~~~,'~,' HAPPY HOUR 
E'Stablishments up and down The band should be good - all <-/-,' "'! ""- .Wi!/ I ~E:.":f~~~~7:~~Ir:. ~~~f:~~.trtl~;~ .~':1'1,j,. tr'~'~ A4LoL¢:DEArDaJfEtSs~A~I.H'I blending in with the rest of the instruments in the SIU-C Jazz $\ ~ 
not-too-outstanding rock 'n' roll Band. In addition, Dan Gruber, 
bands that seem to rotatD from Playn Men's drummer, is a 
bar to bar. percussionist in the Jazz Band. i,', .' . 2.00 PI tchar. 
But one hand that recently Greg Naas is the group's - I 
~:e~~hi~~r~ ~~~~~~f~:;~: ~!'d~f~~sr~~~ ~:I~~oi~~: fi'r.~~ 50¢ liiWENBRAU 
jukebox standards regularly is on the bass guitar. Not to be ~ ~~~!r~i~~t .. ::;~~~ :C°~I~Y~ ~:~~~ko~ ~:~th~~fI~ ~~~ Special of the month 75. Speedra II. 
Men, who joined forces late this dances around as he belts out 70 5 ,. 
SUiTlmer. are serious musicians the lyrics to tunes by artists as Seagrams, ¢ eO.9 ra ms I.. 
who keep their rhythm-and- diverse as George Benson, AI 
blues-flavored music Jareau, Haircut One Hundred, V 0 7&· Walker'. Deluxe 
sophisticated enough to please Chicago, Billy JJel and Blood, •• ~ 
themselves, but energetic Sweat & Tears. 
enough to appeal to club owners Kammerer said that with 75¢ 
and audiences. eight band members, the music 
m~~!y~ ~:~ afa~~o~~l: ~~i~~ ~l~~:~e ci~~~r hc~Eec~~n ~~ 
they last. There isn't much numbers ('omes from the pot-
money made. once it's divided byei&itt. See PLAYN', Page 6 
Rather. according to Guy 
Kammerer. trumpet player and 
unofficial leader of the band. 
everyone in the band is a 
serious. mature musician who 
wishes to express himself, and 
gets satisfaction out of watching 
the audience enjoy itself. And 
somewhere in between all of 
that. the musicians manage to 
have a lot of fun themselves. 
To the listener, the band's 
brass section is the most out· 
standing feature of the octet. 
AN AFRJRDULE 
lOGSPUmR 
THAT WORKS & 
WORKS & 
WORKS... 
The new DidIer 20 DeSigned 
'ind priced lor the a\t€'rage 
I'\;)l'nI."-OW'ner W.,hCNer 13500 
Ibs of constant hydraulic 
torce. yl)u tj Cui through the 
lougheSllogs uP to 20" long 
T~e Didier 20 IS bUilt toug" 10 
laSI lor year5 Come In laday 
and I.nd our why more people 
choose Didier over any other 
hydraulic sphner made 
.... ...., ..... .. 
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Selected Hickorv Wood 
Fresh Smoked Salmon 
F_D.A. Standards 
5 lbs. @-$2.35 lb. 
10 lbs. @ $1.95 lb. 
All orders restricted to 30 lb. maximum' 
* Limited Supply· 
Rush Your Order to: 
HICKORY HILL SMOKERY 
11616 Montgomery, Suite 14 
Spokane, W A 99206 
Visa or Mastercharge Customers 
Call (509) 924 .. 3683 
No C.O.D. Orders Please 
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Renchley adaptation to open Calipre Stage season 
B:! Lb Myers 
Staff Writer 
Cali pre Stage is neither a 
place for typical plays nor 
ccnver.tional perfonnances, but 
~~~ :e~at~e ~~~I~':ld:~rf:~ 
the t:"Ue talent of the actor left to 
show through. 
Calipre is starting its 16th 
season with Marion Kleinau's 
adaptation of "The Girl of the 
Sea of Cortez" showing at 8 p.m. 
Thursday through Saturday. 
Kleinau, a professor in speech 
communications, said the 
performe':s are trying to 
maintain a "chamber theater" 
type of production. 
"This L'I where we try to 
preserve the liCirrative point of 
view. while playing up the 
action," she said. 
Kleinau adapted the play 
from Peter Benchley's novel 
with the same title. Benchley 
also wrote th~ sea-adventure 
novels "Jaws" and "The 
Deep." 
The theme of the play is 
man's relationship WIth the 
ocean. The story focuses on a 
girl's fant.astic adventures with 
an old creature from the sea. 
"We create olir own scripts," 
Kleinau said. "We begin with 
the original script and then ask 
ourselves. 'Where does this take 
us~·" 
The play that tells the tale of 
girl who grew up virtually 
underwater is one where ~he 
audience must utilize its 
imagination. 
"It's a very differ~nt kind of 
PLA YN from Page 5 
pourri of ideas the members been satisfied with our im-
bring to rehearsals. provement. We tr'Y to give our 
The band members, after show a cohesh'e, unified 
"haggling over the ideas," direction. We wan~ people to 
decide democratically whitt identify an emotion with our 
they will play, Kammerer said. songs. That's what gives a band 
"There are special con- its personality." 
siderations to ~ made when Kammerer is optimistic 
you work with eight people. But about the band's future. "I think 
everybody realizes that not we have the potential to be one 
everyone can have his 'Nay all of of the best bands in this area .in 
the time. There has to be a long time," Kammerer saId. 
compromise." "I don't mean to brag or sound 
Indeed, the Mpn work well cilnceited, but someone told me 
together as a team. It is evident just the other day that you have 
that no one tries to hog the to like what you're doing before 
spotlight. Ev~ry note played by anyone else will like it." 
one member blends together 
with the sounds coming from 
the other members' in· 
struments. 
UNIVERSITY ." 1Il'~: . 
Kammerer attributes part of 
the credit for their well-blended 
sound to their mixer, Steve 
Lamberson. Kammerer said 
~ Wed (2:15. 5:4501.75). 8:15 
TheOood SNI ...... _ 
-niEGA= 
OF'iEll' 
that he, Ryterski and Lam-
berson used to play together in 
the defunct Dr. Bombay band. 
As mixer for Playn Men, 
Lamberson "brings out our 
best, covers any mistakes and 
takes care of any technical 
problems we might have," 
Kammerer said. 
It We<' (2:15. 6:0001.75 .8:00 
"Our strongest point as a 
band," Kammerer said, "is that 
we are eight individuals able to 
channel all of our energies and 
fee);ngs into a strong focal poil1t 
on stage. E1ieryone com· 
municates with each other on 
stage. We all enjoy it ana really 
get into it. 
"We are O"lr own worst 
critics," Kammerer continued. 
"I'm never reall,. E.atisfied with 
our performance. But I I':a\·,; 
Made In Hollywood. USA 
~ Presents 
THE ORIGINAL 
MOVIE POSTER EXHIB!T 
AND SALE 
Hundreds of original movie posters 
one; memorabilia from the sllenl 
days 10 the present. 
E T odav & r"urs. 
WH N: 9am to bpm 
WHERE: Stud.nt Center 
South Eacalator Area 
Rim clips shown all day long 
otourrnln~theo1rf> 
DON'T MISS IT! 
Including such hlla os 
~_fheWlnd 
--
etnc:.f and a Qenlleman 
I'InIIFIoyd'.II1eWai 
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performance," Kleinau ex-
pained. "We don't use realistic 
sets, instead the action is 
suggested by the way the 
performers use pantomime." 
The actors were selected for 
"The Girl of the Sea of Cortez" 
on the basis of their ablity to 
handle a narration that requires 
a great deal of memory, 
Kleinau said. 
In contrast to ordinary 
theater, Calipre Stage 
productiOns demand a more 
adaptable type of performer. 
"Although sometimes we cast 
someone to portray a single 
character throughout the play, 
in narrative theater, an actor 
has two roles and occasionally 
three or four in the production," 
Kleinau said. 
The leading roles in "The Girl 
of the Sea of Cortez" are played 
by a group of younger actors, 
who, according to Kleinau, give 
a professional as wen as ca~ 
tivating performance. 
The core of perfonners who 
will enact the various roles in 
"The Girl of the Sea of Cortez" 
icclude: Ken Jacobs, a fresh-
men in radio and television; 
Brigid Corrigan, a freshman in 
theater; KeUy Dixon, a fresh-
man in speech communication; 
Becky Ronaghy, a freshman in 
speech communication; Adam 
Fogelson, a senior in speech 
communication; and Tony 
Arduni, a graduate student in 
speech sommunication. 
Actively involved with the 
Calipre Stage since its inception 
in 1967, Kleinau said that oveL 
the years, ·'Everybody that has 
worked in it has contributed a 
little." 
She addt'd that students even 
carpeted the floor:. 
"Catch 22" by Joseph Heller 
will be the next Cali pre Stage 
prr-luction and is scheduled for 
Nov. 3 thrOtJiUl 5. 
Tickets are available for 
"The Girl Qf the Sea of Cortez" 
in the McLeod Theater box 
office in the Communications 
Building. Tickets are $2.50 for 
adults and $1 for children 8 to 12. 
$1.00 PER PERSON 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 




Fresh bread & buns 
baked In our 
own kitchen, 
Show Starts at 7:45 
Gates open at 7:00 
REGISTER TO WIN A TURNTABLE DURING THE: 
KENWOOD 1983 
INVENTOR'Y CLEARANCE SALE 
SAVE ON ALL 1983 KENWOOD Amplifiers, Tuners, 
Receivers, Turntables, Cassette Decks and Video Recorders 
WEDNESDA Y 6-11pm AND THURSDA Y 6-11pm ONI .. Y 11 
ALL 83 MODELS MUST GO TO MAKE ROOM 
}o'OR THE 84 's. SA VE ON ALL UALITY KENWOOD PR ODUCTS 
KENWOOD KR·810 Receiver 
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REGISTER FOR FREE TURNTAiI:tll Brown & Columbo 210 N. 14th St . 
Herrin,IL I 
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Hospice care to be available 
to Jack.~on JKltients in December 
By Sara Lyter 
Staff Writer 
Hospice Care, Inc. wiD begin 
offering services to terminally-
ill patients in Jackson County on 
Dec. 1. 
The hos.,:ce philosorhy is to 
enhance the quality 0 life and 
provide comfort for people with 
limited life expectancy. 
When active treatment is no 
longer useful, the hospice 
concept allows patients to die 
with dignity and comfort, said 
JoAnn Bean, R.N. and St-.A;ial 
Services Director at St. Joseph 
Memorial Hospital in Mur-
physboro. Many patients prefer 
to remain in their homes for as 
long as possible. With hospice 
care, that becomes possible. 
Hospices differ around the 
Staff Photo by Neville Loberg 
View from the balcony 
world. In England, a hospice is 
a building, a place where people 
go. In Southern minois, a 
hospice is a response to a 
cor.cept that is developing on an 
international level. Hospice 
Care Inc. has been ;.1 the 
planning and organizing stage 
since February 1982. Volunteers 
with various backgrounds in 
nursing, social work. and 
caring, supportive individuals 
Marin:ll Ventrelli. a sophomore in public relations, and Greg are the backbone of the 
French, a sophomore In cinematography, check out the view from operation, Bean said. 
an upper floor of Faner Hall; The family is the main unit of 
_ supprort and care, playing an 
.--------------------- active role in caring for the Smokers' children may face patient. A team from Hospice 
Care is assigned to the family to 
bigger breathing disease risk d~~~~n~f ~~~:or~~d c~~:r :ndd 
smoked too. comfort. according to Bean. BOSTON tAP) - Children's 
lungs do not grow as fast as 
normal if their mothers smoke 
cigarettes, and these 
youngsters may f:>::e an .in-
crpased risk of such breathIng 
diseases as emphysema and 
bronchitis when they get older. 
researct.ers conclude. 
"These data suggest that "What is most important is 
maternal smoking contributes the family." said Bean. "The 
to a reduction in the ratE' of ~~~~nt~ust make a com-
development of lung function in Edith Spees, a Carbondale 
children and. along with the 
child's own smoking habits, 
may be important in the 
development of chronic ob-
structive disease of the airways 
in adult life." the researchers 
wrote. 
family therapist, said, 
"Grieving is difficult. Having 
someone who is very ill is dif-
ficuit I am very supportive of 
hospice because of the 
turned into an opportunity for 
personal growth with the help of 
supportive, understanding 
individuals, Bean said. 
tremendous support this kind of Funding for Hospice Care, 
care gives to families." Inc. has come largely from 
. '-grants from the United Way:~ 
A p.atient can be referr~ to Egyptian Area Agency on 
Hospice Care,. Inc. elt~er Aging, the Jackson County 708 
through the family, the patient Board and donatiow. Services 
or a physiCian. Each patient are fr~ and are available 24 
must have a physici:an who) hours a day, seven days a week, 
would care for the ~'tlent and as needed. 
prescribe medication as 
necessary. 
"The ::Ioctor is in charge of the 
care of the patient," said Spees. 
"Hospice cannot interfere with 
the doctor-patient relation-
ship." 
Sometimes, the patient may 
have to go into a hospital or 
nursing home if the family C?:I 
no longer carry the burden. If 
the patient wishes, the hospice 
concept will be carried Ol! '..j the 
team, who will visit the patient 
at the hospital. 
According to Bean. most 
patients are middle-aged and 
older, but she said they will 
serve all ages. 
"Hospice is not for 
everyone," she said. "Some 
people will go to the ends of the 
earth for treatment." 
The word "hospice" is a 
medieval word meaninl! "a 
place of shelter and rest for the 
weary traveler on a difficult 
journey." Once the "difficult 
journey" is over, the hospice 
team will continue to visit the 
family as needed. 
Death of a loved one triggers 
a response which can be con-
fusing, painful and bewildering. 
The grieving process can be 
"The training and support of 
this organization is very 
professional," said Spees. 
"People are going to have 
different understandings of life 
and death." 
A Hospice Week is being 
planned from Nov. 7 to 12 to 
acquaint the community with 
hospice care and its philosophy. 
A balloon send-cff wiD preview 
the week with movies, a social. 
and an information center at the 
University Mall following late. 
in the week. Volunteers from 
Hospice Care, Inc. will be 
available to provide in-
formation and answer 
questions. 
Individual memberships in 
the hospice are available for $15 
which gives the member t.~e 
right to vote in the organization. 
A speakers bureau is also 
available. 
"I think there is reasonable 
grounds to advise parents that if 
it's possible, they ought. to 
minimize the extent to which 
they expose their children to 
cigarette smoke," said Dr. Ira 
B. Tager. who directed the 
study. 
The most common varieties 
of chronic obstruttive lung 
disease are chronic bronchitis 
and emphysema. 'I'j,c<;e 
diseases cause more than 50.000 
deaths each year in the United 
States. 
H£'SON£. 
Although the resear~hers are 
convinced there is a link bet-
ween mothers' smoking and 
slow lung growth, they are !lot 
positive whether breathIn.g 
smoke-filled air at home IS 
rf!sponsible. They said the 
damage may occur w~en 
women smoke durIng 
pregnancy. 
During five years of stu~y, 
the lungs of non-smokIng 
children whose mothers smoked 
grew a! 93 percent the rate of 
thosp whose mothers did not 
smoke. Children who smoked 
were studied separately, and 
their lung develo~ment also was 
slower when t.1eir mothers 
The latest study was based on 
1,156 children between the ages 
of 5 and 9 who lived in East 
Boston. It was conducted by 
doctors from Brigham and 
Women's Hospital, Beth Israel 
Hospital and Harvard Medical 
School and was published in 
Thursday's New England 
Journal of Medicine. 
Once a year, the children took 
tests that measured the volume 
of their lungs. The exams 
registered the amount of air 
that they could blowout of their 
lungs in one second. 
OCTOBER 2B 
ffi 10 & ffi 12 
SPM 
On sale at the Arena Special 
Ewnts TIcket OffIce. (M-F 
9AM-4:3OPM) or at the 
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Magic 




Unmarked paths, broken glass 
mal,e bike routes hazardous 
r-----"1 r----., I CIWItM if I I I i tjj$ i I Falalell 
.-~-='--. I 9n.. I 
Bv Jovce Vonderheide 
sian Writer 
Deb Bartiein, graduate 
student in journalism, was 
biking along the Bikecentenial 
Route from Devil's Kiichen 
Lake to the Giant City Road 
when her bicycle hit a six-inch 
deep, 12-inch wide pothole, 
Bartlein's "race plant on the 
pavement" resulted in a broken 
nose and a fractured thumb. 
Two teeth were also knocked 
out anti had to be rewired into 
hpr mouth. 
While in the emergency room 
at Carbondale Memorial 
Hospital. Bartlein said the 
nurse on duty noted that five 
people had been brought in 
during a two-how' period with 
bicyde injuries, 
Since her accident, Bartlein 
said several people have 
noticed her injuries and com-
mented about less serious in-
juries they have received as a 
result of bike route conditions. 
Because there are "not a lot 
of alternative r,utes," BartJein 
sa:d people should be made 
more aware of bike route 
problems to prevent future 
accidents. 
"] didn't expect a chunk of 
road to be gO!l€," Bartlein said, 
r-----' I r" I 
-----------
I I"", • .e 11HI1 I . I I" I '-_ ... _~ II ~ .. ",."."" I 
ill lift I Iii"., In pitt I I I Plene ....... I I ..,..Mfw I 99, I 
----"..,.. ----
I '1.50 I ~ 




1I:00 .... ~ 
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Cl.uiStMr 
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+ HANGAR~, '+ 
+ Wednesday +1 




~ 87 MEN '+ 
+ ,,,,,,,,,Iy fbi JRb) '+ 
+ 
Happy Hour All Night 
'+ 
-+ 
50. Drafts 754 Speedrails 
'+ NoCovar Routes are not well marked 
and "the routes that are 
marked are not suitable bike Starr Photo by Scott Shaw 
Deb Bartlein decid~ to use an obvious wa} to explain h~r wreck, 
~ + ,;. Sel' .\t'r1nE;\lTS, Page 9 
Counselor lists five steps 
that may help to find a job 
By Greg Severin 
Stmlent Writer 
opening up in the job market." 
Kemp said another way to 
find out about jobs is by talking 
~vcr wonder how some to people. 
people seem to be in the right "The word of mouth is an 
place at the right time when it exceUent way of finding jobs," 
comes to finding jobs? he said. "In fact, it's vital." 
According to Arthur Kemp, a Next comes the im· 
counselor at the career in· plementation, or as Kemp 
formation center, it's more than refers to it, "the gutty stage." 
jllst luck. "Anyone can so:!l'\d in resumes 
Kemp outlines five steps for and explore jobs," said Kemp. 
people who want to find jobs by "What takes guts i!; foUowing up 
being in the right place at the the job," 
right time, This, Kemp said, takes 
"Understanding oneseH is the tenacity or a "stick.to-it.until·it· 
first step to being in the right gets-done" philosophy. 
place at the right time," Kemp The fifth step in Kemp's 
said. "A person has to know who outline to being in the right 
he is and what kind of God·given place at the right time is 
ability he has to do certain training and education, 
jobs," "This very important. Poo%?le 
After eS,tablishing a .self. should {)roVlde themselves WIth 
understanding, Kemp saId, a the training and education to 
pe,rson has to ~et goals, ,get the job," he said, 
"There are different path~,we" Kemp warns, however, that 
,can take to reach our goals, he.. lli:!se techniques aren't magic, 
said, "but how fast we reach' "I can give people the bag of 
,them is d~pendent on ho~, weD tricks," he said, "but it's up to 
we focus m on our goals, them to make the magic," 
Nfl1W! 
I~LHiC Lime 
Register this week 
Workshops start October 17 
There's still room for participation In the following 










Kemp's third step in his 
outline is planning. 
"People should do a lot of 
exploration," he said. "A good 
habit to get into is to read about 
what's going on in the world and 
become aware of what miliOIt be 
, .. ~~~'~~--~~ 







PIANOs It MlJSlc 
JfDr~wig's 
1I01lsr of fRuste 
... 
k~ The Carbondale Jaycee s are proud to announce that . &'f. ,the Annual Jaycee's Sweetest Day is ,;, J k '. Saturday, Octo"'r '5th <c.i§ 
!fIf' On that day, the Carbondale Jaycee's will deliver a r, 
~~r package of 12 freshly cut roses to your home @ ~<~ fJ fo! o.nlY SI5.00. All proce~ds for the sale "A:C~" ~ 
!11f~ will be donated to, the IllinOIS Jaycee's ; , 
t, Childrens Camp.. "'''~ . To have your Sweetest Day Roses delivered ®.t$ - '~ call 457 -8116 During Business Houn, ' " 
~ 1 " T~e supply is Ii~ited . . "" f\· ~}~ ~~ :~;S~":-,r.;'f~~t'tc":~~i-.",};.o/~o.~.,,,~~ .:r",.:d!';~:"~'i}! 4..:. -J 4~~-:"·-"~~lf-.w· .'::,~~f.£" • .?/~ ~ ~ ; ",:- ,) ~ - ~ ~ - ~~ ~\..~~". _::4. t \h .. : ;-=..:. 
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Professor: Fall hues colorful, 




Every Wednesday Night 
By Hob Railey 
Student Writer 
Nature's fall colors won't be 
as spectacular as la~~ year's 
because of this ~:Jmmer's 
drought and high temperCltures. 
However, John Preece, 
assistant proft!ssor of plant and 
soil science, said this fall wont 
be a "no color" year either. 
"I expect fall colors, but 1 
don't expect a spectacular 
season." he said. "Some species 
are going green to brown, but 
most ~ill go green, to yellow, to 
brown." 
Preece said predicting fall 
~.:;Iors is difficult. "I heard 
some TV stories predict leaves 
will turn brown and fall off. I 
disagree with that. I don't think 
the high temperature and lack 
of moisture will result in no 
co~or. but it may have the effect 
of less color." 
Compared to a normal year, 
the color change may be a little 
late this vear. Preece said this 
has to do with the photoperiod 
and the night temperatures. 
The photoperiod, the relative 
exposure of plants to daylight, 
is decreasing, but the above-
normal nightly temperatures 
are "delaying the onset of the 
coloration. " 
Trees also have built-in 
mechanisms to combat 
droughts and high tem-
peratures. An extensive root 
c;vs!em, sometimes twice as 
long as the tree itself, acts a!. 
the tree's water source. Trees 
also produce smaller leaves 
during hot summers. Smaller 
leaves require less water. 
"Colors in the leaves are 
caused by pigments," Preece 
said. "Chlorophyll will break 
down, and then vou can see the 
pigments left "in the leaves. 
Chlorophyll masks the other 
pigments." 
Hormones in the leaves, 
responding to the photoperiOti. 
reduce production of 
chlorophyll. "It's just a nptural 
process," Preece said. 
Drink Specials for the Ladles 
And Complimentary Flower 
Guys & Gals Dancing 
Fashion Show 
By the Modeling Conspiracy 
of Herrin 
BIKE ROUTES from Page 8 
routes" due to erosion, heavy 
traffic and lack of shoulders. 
she said. 
How many people are injured 
while bicycling on bike routes in 
and ou~ide of Carbondale is 
difficult to measure. Memorial 
Hospital does not keep statistics 
concerning bicycle-related 
injuries, and Carbondale Police 
Department records indicate 
only injuries involving bicycles 
and motM vehicles. 
From January to t.ugust 31 of 
this year. 10 bike accidents with 
10 injuries were reported to the 
police department. From 
January 1982 to August 31, 1982. 
10 accidents with four injuries 
were reported. 
The subject of bike rot'te 
conditions in and around 
Carbondale produces a variety 
of opinions, depending on who is 
questioned. 
Broken glass in the bi\ce 
routes is one problem, ac· 
cording to students and bike 
repair shop en,ployees. 
Of 10 to IS flat tires repaired 
in a day at Phoenix Cycles, 
employee Syril Friend said 
eight or nine are due to broken 
glass. Friend said glass is 
pushed over by cars into the 
bike lanes, and if students don't 
want to risk a flat tire, they 
have to move into the regular 
traffic lane or detour and get off 
the bih~ trail. 
Friend said he has noted bad 
potholes in the bike lanes on 
Poplar Street. 
Mark Robinson of Bike 
Puzzle answers 
A Ii A I l 
MEA I N 
l A N 
l U 
l l V A 
1 PH R 1 l 
T S 
Surgeon said he has repaired 
500 flat tires since May, and 
about 150 of those are due to 
glass on the trails. 
Another complaint from 
Robinson's customers is that 
the trails are not well marked. 
"Folks just don't know where 
trails are in general," Robinson 
noted. 
Carol Dombrowski, freshman 
in engineering technology, said 
"the glass is out of this world," 
especially on Park Street and on 
Grand A venue in front of Lewis 
Park Apartments. 
"My bi.::ycle is my mode of 
transportation and I'm pretty 
careful about how I ride." said 
Dombrowski, who bikes about 
five miles a day. 
WayniWIieeles, Carbondale 
street superintendent, said he 
was not aware of problems with 
glass in the bike paths and has 
received no complaints. 
Main streets - Walnut and 
Main streets and University and 
Illinois avenues - are swept 
every other day, Wheeles said. 
Arterial streets, such as Wall, 
Mill and Willow streets and 
Oakland Avenue. are swept 
once a week, while subdivision 
streets are swept every two 
weeks. 
generic. s,,\..E \ 
copies .~~ 
We've moved ..... 
mus' feed in 
document teeder 
next to campus McDonald's. 
815 S. Illinois, carbondale 457-2223 
SIU Hillel Foundation 
Jewish Student Organization 
TONIGHT - BE THERE 
7:00p.m. Interfaith Center 
~13 S. Illinois Ave. (Next to the dOlT e) 
Guest: E"iot Gershenson: Director, 
Southern Illinois Jewish Federation 
***~T • 
**** WIVI~H:mfi lf0U: ..... 
t* LW3\ 1 t """'~" ~t 
iMTV~!!I~i 
~ THE BEST SPECIALS IN TOWN ~ 
~ 304 DRAFTS $' ,50 Pitchers it 
it All Night L,ngl ~ 
~ ? 40. Michelob Dark ~ 
iC 75~ Jack Daniels ~ 
.. 75~ Beefeater Gin ~ 
.. 65. Speedrails "" ~ 65. Watermelons and Kamakazis .. 
iC iC 
• ~co ..... ;~ WORLG't'2ERIES t ~ t..,. Phillies us. Orioles ~ 
~ ................. ~ 
, STUDENT RESIDENTS ASSISTANT APPLICATIONS ' 
AVAILABLE OCT. 17 THROUGH DEC. 16 
For an initial interview and application forms contact: 
TONY EARLS 
Coordinator of Residence Life 
1 :OO-04:00pm Wed., 8:00-11 :3Oam Fri. 
CYNTHIA TOWERS 
Coordinator of Residence Life 
8:3C.·Noon Thurs.; 9:00-Noon Fri. 
CATHY DEVERA 
Coordinator of Residence Lite 
9:00-11 :OOam Wed., Thurs., Frio 
REqUIREMENTS 
Jr. standing by the start of employment 
2.SG.P.A. 
GRINNELL AREA OFFICE 
BRUSH TOWERS (453-5711) 
LENTZ. AREA OffiCE 
THOMPSON POINT (453-2471) 
TRUEBLOOD AREA OFFICE 
UNIVERSITY PARK {453-331 Q} 
DEADLINES 
For consideration for Spring 1984 positions-Nov. 18 
For consideration for Fa" 1984 positions-Dec. 16 
NOTE: residents of University Housing contact the Coordinator in your area. 
For additional information contact any of the Coordinators. 
, University Hou~lng is an Equal Opportunity-Affirmative Action employer and encourages application from women, handicapped, and minority groups 
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Jackson paramedics working 
to help life beat out death 
By Dave Saelens 
Slaff Writer 
At the scene of a medical 
emergency, immediate 
treatment 01 the victim can 
make a difference between life 
and death, between recovery 
and permanent disability. 
A new program in Jackson 
County is working to make that 
difference. 
The Jackson Advanced Life 
Support System began Oct. ~ 
as the county's first 
paramedics-boarded am-
bulances to provide Jilre-hospital 
care to residents m medical 
emergencies. 
In a joint effort by the 
Jackson County Ambulance 
Service, Carbondale Memorial 
Hospital and the Jackson 
County Board, JALS will 
I'm"ide immediate life-saving 
trt'atment at the scene from 
trained paramedics, where 
bt>fore only basic life support 
was provided for victims during 
transportation to the hospital. 
JALS Coordinator Karen 
Miller, registered nurse at 
Carbondale Memorial Hospital, 
said the paramedics h:.lVe been 
trained to admini:;ter in-
travenous (IV) therapy, p:'-' 
form advanced airway 
procedures, do cardiac 
monitoring and defibrillation, 
and give drugs under the 
direction of a physician. 
Miller said paramedics at the 
scene of an emergency will 
receive medical instructions 
from nurses at the hospital, and 
from JALS Program Coor-
dinator Dr. Jerry Thurman. 
Miller said 10 ambulance 
Emergency Medical 
Technicials have been at-
~~~~~ :d~~b!ro~~~~~~ 
the hospital since December, 
and last August nine of the 
students pasSed their national 
board examinations to achieve 
provisional paramedic status. 
They must now complete a 
three-month to one-year field 
internship where nurses will 
supervise their activities. 
"The geal of the program is to 
have all of the ambulances at 
the hospital staffed full time 
with paramedics," she said. To 
do that the hospital will need 12 
to 15 trained paramedics. 
Miller said the idea of 
freatiog a paramedic system 
las been brought up in the past, 
but was never realized because 
fie'i ('ouIdn't convince any of 
f physicians at the hospital to ome medical director of the ancer Society 
bike-a-thon set 
The 12th annual American 
Cancer Society bike-a-thon will 
be held (rom 7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Saturday and Sunday by the 
Jackson County unit of the 
American Cancer Society and 
the SIU-C Cycling Club. 
Participants will meet at the 
Arena and then tide on the path 
around Campus Lake. 
Registration forms are 
available at carbondale and 
Murphysboro public libraries, 




Two of Carbondale's new paramedics, Bob Konal!ek and Dottie 
Ehlers, demonstrate "Lifepak 5," a 1!3rdial!-monitoring devll!e on 
Linda Koone, a graduate student in health eduution. 
project. 
"The medical director has 
complete aUlilority and 
responsibility for the entire 
program," she said, "and as 
physiCian, the paramedics are 
functiOning under his orders." 
the position. 
Miller said another 
paramedic class will begin in 
January to increase the number 
of paramedics in the program. 
"It has been proven nation-
wide that this program can 
have a definite impact on 
saving lives or improving the 
!lutcome of a patient's 
recovery," she said. 
Miller said because the 
medical director's license is 
what the paramedics will be 
"going on," many phYllicians 
were reluctant to voluntt!er for 
ENTER THE IT. JUDE'S RESEARCH 
HOSPlTAl,oK ROAD RACE 
StlrfiIII filii • 9:00t. It Gillit City SfIte '.rtr. 
R,!imItieI ."',00 ...... ., 4:tlDpII, OdeMr 12, 1981, 
AppIieItIIM .11 M .... It flit ..... fI", tf Stu4e1lt 
e.-, Reo c.t., " 710 B ...... S •• D .... 
f" .... ~eeII4S7-8041. 




C111457-0321 or 549-4241 
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,Cancer patient role is program topic 
The role 0( a cancer patient in 
his treatment plan will be the 
focus of an American ~
Society program offered tI 
~~~o:j!~ ~li~~.tal and tb 
"I Can Cope" classes will be 
held from 7 to 9 p.m. Wed-
nesdays, Oct. 26 through Nov. 16 
in Memorial Hosrital Con-
ference Rooms 1 and 2. Sessions 
will he taught by phy!:icians. 
nurses and social workers. 
The program is designed to 
help cancer patients and sup-
port people better understand 
cancer and learn more about 
dealing with their feelings. 
A $6 donation (rom each 
person attending is requested. 
People who would like to 
register may call Marlene 





Disgusting and Horrible Masles. 
Masquerade Masles. Beards. 
Kits, Costumes. Wigs, 
Maleeup. etc •• etc. 
AT REASONABLE PRICESU 
Two Conv.nl.nt Locations 






TO CHICAGO & SUBURBS 
RUNS EVERY WEEKEND 
Departs Fridays 2pm-Returns Sundays 
as little as 5 Y2 hours to Chicago-land 
$39.75 ROUNDTRIP 
IF PURCHASED AT LEAST 7 DAYS IN ADVANCE 
$45.75 ROUNDTRIP IF PURCHASED BY 12:3OPM TH~RS. 
(1 day in advance) 
reg. $49.75 ROUNDTRIP ONE WAY ALSO AVAILABLE 
* THANKSGIVING TICKETS NOW ON SALE 
STUDENT TRANSIT TICKET SALES OUTlET 
AT 715 S. UNIVERSITY AVE. 
(ON THE ISLAND UPPER LEVEL) 
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY 10:30AM·12:30PM 
&2PM-6PM 
FRIDAY 10:30AM·l:30PM 
FOR INFORMATION CALL 529·1862 
5 15 S. illinois 
Carbondale 
And Intrftdu~in2· **~**~***:************.I** 
'
*"a'lIal'$ Late Ni,bt 
:: ; - Slices of Pizza 
I 
- I 0:00 tU· close 
prices good thru Oct. 15, 1983-we reserve 'he right to limit-none sold to dtoalers 
Freshlike sliced 
beets, carrots, 
aeam or whole 
golden com, 
or french or cut 
green beans 
reg. cans 














Tend'rlean, fresh, mixed nb, 
loin, 1 st cuts, 1 4 loin 
porkc~ 
118 Ib ~~ 
BlueBonnet 
1010 141b avg 









Flonda 48 size 
whitemarsh 
gra~it 
wlrh coupon In store &. S 1 5 00 purchase 4/1. 
triple the 
difference 
low price guarantee 
If you find lower prices overall (excluding specials) at any other supermarket which fills all your 
needs, fresh meat, produce, dairy, grocery, etc "National will pay you triple the difference, in cash' , 
First shop National, buy 1 e;Jch of at le.lSt 25 different items, totali;'1g $20.00 or more, Then 
compare prices on the same items at any other supermarket, If their total is lower, bring your 
itemized National receipt and the other market's prices to National's store manager and we'll pay you 
triple the difference, in cash I 
National, low prices you can believe in 
' ....... '~.'.f;;." •• ef4".~'·~_~." ~j·."."U""""'.""""""""", .. __ . , ..... __ ........... ,udi· ~... ... ~ l1li t -t~" i 
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ACROSS 54 Peace: Heb. To day's 1 Eles 58 Eternity S Route 60 Flurry 
9 Bicker 61 Half-world 
14 Sassy 63 Domino puzzle 15 Agonize 64 Vestment 16 Marshal 65 Desserts 
17 Jacob's kin 66 Sir 
18 Hibernians Anthony -
20 Epicarp 67 Bogs 
21 Exhume 68 Annoyance 
nOu/ls 69 Vac:lnes Puzzle answers 23 Frolic DOWN 
25 \letes 1 Stege tare 
27 Siune'er 2 Arrber are on Page 9 29 Ushered 3 Gar~e birds 
30 Stunt 4 Atelier 
14 Frighten 5 Settled 
36 Circumvent 6 Tart 
38 ''Well done'" 7 Jason's 28 Mr. Ziegleld 41 Insurgent 
39 "American quest 30 Calendar 46 Incline 
Tragedy" 8 Loki's abb!. 48 Tangs 
author daughter 31 RellglClUs 49 Stances 
42 Comforts 9Stafls period 50 Abrasions 
43 Map feature 10 Famed 32 Allege S2 Filthier 
44 Undertake soprano 33 Can. Con- ~S~etii"'m 
45 Silver grade: 11 Compeles sarvatlve 54 Fake 
abbr. 12 As to 34 Sweetsop 55 Half: prel. 
46 Ump's equal 13 Fewer 35What's - 56 Asian prince 
47 Beast: Fr 19 Sa"k a drive 37 An archangel 57 Insects 
49 Coffins 24 Soro'ity gals 38 Pepper type 59 Retreat 
51 Grub 26 UKctly 40 Above; prel. 62 Body part 
1Uan arrested on drug charge 
A Marion man was arrested 
fC'r possession of a controlled 
"ub;.tance early Sunday outside 
T.J. McFly's, 315 S. Illinois 
An' , according to Carbondale 
li[::I~e. 
Jamie L. Koechl'er, 21. was 
observed by plainclothes of-
.ic~rs preparing to sniff what 
appeared to be ('ocaine at 12:30 
a.m., police said. As they ap-
proached him, he tried to 
destroy the white powder. 
The officers confiscated the 
substance for testing at the 
state crime lab in De Soto. 
Koechner was arrested and 
taken to Jackson County jail 
and released after posting $200 
of ., ~l~~Dg. 
~~~ug~e .. ~~_ 
~ ~ A • 







% off on all Gyros 
and Gyros Plates 
Today Only 
(N'ot valid on Derrverie.) 
Gyro. $1.13·Plate. $1.50 
(Gyros can b. mad. 
to take out·Plat.s cannot) 
Help Us Celebrate! 
Call ahead for carryout 
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Campus Briefs 
WEDNESDAY MEETINGS; 
College Democrats, 7 n.m .. 
Orient Room; The Society for 
the Advancement of 
Management. 7 p.m., Rehn lOS 
and Shawnee Mountaineers. 7 
p.m., Recreation Center 
Climbing WaIL 
RECREATION FOR Special 
Populations is offering in-
dividualized weight training 
and exercise programs to 
students with disabilities. 
Students may register by 
calling Rick Green at 536-5531. 
INTRAMU~AL SPORTS 
wristwrestIing tournament 
entries close at 5 p.m. Wed-
nesday at the Recreation 
Center Information Desk. 
A FORESTRY seminar on the 
basics of wood machining 
research will be given by 
Forestry Professor Harold 
Stewart at noon Wednesday in 
Ag 182. 
A WORKSHOP on improving 
study skills will be given by 
Career Counseling from 1 to 2 
p.m. Friday in Woody 8-142. 
BRIEFS POLICY - The deadline 
fm- Campus Briefs Is noon two days 
before puhlieatlon. The briefs must 
be typewritten and must Inciude 
~I:!~t 'i:~3' &1:C:a::::: !~dn:j"e:~=: 
number of the person submlllmg tbe 
Item. Items should be delivered or 
rnailed to the Daily Egyptian 
newsroom. Communications 
Building, Room 1247. A brief will be 
published once and only as space 
allows. 
DANSJ<.IN. 
ull styles..,t leotards. 





MEET YOUR PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL CONSULTANTS 
& AIRLINE REPRESENTATIVES 
• Ozark • TWA • Air IIIlnol, • ariff • United. Delta 
Register for FREE 
LAS VEGj.\S TRIP (must be 21 yrs.old) 
Sponsored By BORGSMILLER TRAVELS 
Student Center-Ballroom A 
()ct. 12, 13.17,1',24,25,21 
1:00 a.m. io 5:00 p.m. 
Refreshments will be served. 
21 North 11 th Street, Murphysboro 
CALL COLUCT (618) 684·5500 
Style. 
112 Price. 
Get a full-service Hairbenders style- shampoo. conditioning. cut C\nd 
blow styling-at Yl price! 
Men's styles 1.25 Women's styles 8.15 
CC\II todC\y for an arpointment and let Hairbenders ShOW you style! 
H air be n d e r s I 
Hairstyling for Men and women'l 
103 So. Illinois Ave. 
Carbondale • 549-4422, 
Offer good for first time clients only_Offer expires October 31. 
MOND~Y HIGHT FOOTBALL IH ST. LOUIS 
ST. lOUIS CARDinALS VS. nEW YORK GIAnTS 
Monday, Oct. Zit 
HALFTIME FEATURES THE SIU MARCHinG SAlUKIS 
Only $Zl·lnciudes trvnsportatlon & tickets 
Slg_~p In the SPC Oftlc., lrcl floor Stucl.~t Cent • .,. 




7 & 9pm $1.00 
TAUNT CONTIST: 










Ride the Elevator to the 
Fourth Floor Video 
.......... ~U ....... "-MaIIer ..... IPCc:.n .... ~I .... JOI"_info._II~. 
HETUHN OF THE 
ALUMNI 
HOMECOi\UNG 1983 .. 
NOVEMBERS 
-NOMlNATIONS ARE NOW BEING 
ACCEPTED FOR HOMECOMING KING 
&. QUEEN CANDIDATES. 
• REPRESENT YOUR GROUP OR OR-
GANIZATION WITH AN ENTRY IN 
THE HOMEOOt.:!NG PARADE. 
ENTER THE BANNER OR WINDOW 
PAINTING CONTEST. 
SIGN UP IN THE SPC f)FFlCB-3rd 
FLOOR STUDENT CENTER. 
NIW YORK CITY 
Nov. 18-21rTblnkstlvln. Break.) 
Price Includes: 
.1 lII .... ts It William 6iolne 
"ouHYMCA 
• Motor COlcll Bus Tnnl-
portatlQn 
• S I II Hfore Oct. 24 
PluISIOD •••• e 
DeHlIt 
• S50 lIoNl Your 


























_ Roundtrip Airfare from 
Chicaao 
_ 7 Nlahta A,commodationa at 
the Autotel Riu 
_ Cruise ticket of Acapulco 
Bay 
_ $429 Per Penon before 
Nov. 1 $1 Deposit 
holds your lp.Jt 
.'100 Deposit 
holda your apot 
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.. Classified Information Rate! 
.. 15 Word Minimum 
On~ Day-l0 el'nts per word 
minimum '1.541. 
Two Days-9 eents per wOo-d. p~r 
dathree or Foar Days-tl eents. per 
w,:/!:~ ':b~~1De Days-l eents pel' 
~Tr:.; r:..1:~deen Days---t eents 
per wonl, per day. 
pe~e::l ~rM:-:. Days-5 cents 
All Classified AdvertiSirt must : 
~:~= ~~:~~e~:Xt ~o;:: 
Wblication. Anything PrClcessed 
idter 12:00 noon Will. go in following 
day's publication. 
'111~ DaDy Egyptian cannot be 
responsible for more tban one 
day's Incorrect insertion, Ad-
vertls~rs are responsible for 
~~I~ n~vth~'::::te: ::e 
advertiser whicb lessen the value 
of the advertisement will be ad-
. ~::ily~fo~ii;.,:dwl'stP;:,a::b!:i 
vour ad. eall 536-3311 befort' 12:81 
DoOll for cancellation In th~ n~xt 
day's Issue. 
m:::Ke~~rw~~~e\~~!i1e.?ev~1b 
the rate applicable for the num~r 
of insertions it appears. There WIll 
$~s~ bfo a~o~~lihoena~~ra~fe~! 




1976 FIAT 4-DR gooo condition and 
1972 OIds +dr. Both cars are good t:~~ble cars, Fiat 28 mJfof~ 
• 73 AUDI FOX. 32 ~IUS mfeg. Runs, 
~~~ry clean, $1 50, a~~:~ 
1978 FORD FIESTA Hatchback, 4-
~rf~r. 315¥_~~~~;~ru~, o:d;SJ 
pm. B2843Aa39 
1980 GRAND PRIX, silver with 
~!~~ne~r~on~~~. f~si.il~leage, 
2841:\a39 
1975 TRIUMPH TR7. Rebuilt 
~~Mexi:~~~~lem~tt~~,esl;~~r 
best. 457-8878 after 6pm. 2876Aa38 
1976 TOYOTA 5 speed 4 door 
Corona. Excellent mechanically, 
$1450 or best. 457·8878 after~~a38 
PONTIAC CATALINA. 1973 four-
door. Excellent running condition. 
$650. 549-2950. 2866Aa38 
FUN! FUN! FUN! 19i6 Fiat 
~~~~~[fu~~~oeJii'l!e'M~~~in~~1 
excellent condition. $3450. 529-4503 
after 6p.m. 2894Aa44 
1971 CHEVY IMPALA. A beata-
~~~I\:c~~~~: ~~ ~~?:i47~a~}T~ 
Sp.m. 2896Aa39 
FORD LTD WAGON 1978. all 
~S'::. ~Oo~~ll~e new:zJ:~1 
1973 MG MIDGET. Enline fair, 
~ r:;.;. neees clutch. ~2AS:i 
PLYMOUTH SATELLITE 1974. 
~~::l. ~~e~rS~rr:,~f:r:~54I~J 
or 529-2596. 2949Aa39 
, 81 TOYOTA STARLET 32 mVF 
$llio::~ftM!'~~_1s:.ust se 
B2946Aa45 
1971 VW SQUAREBACK. Rebuilt 
~.solia body, sunroo~ 
1979 MERCURY CAPRI. Sporty, 
maroon V8-302, automatic) power 
steering and brakes, air, new 
~l3i. excellent conditiO~~i 
1972 OLDSMOBILE 98. Excellent 
:~~l~~~k'rngC~~~C&!1l5~ 
after 5pm. 2963Aa40 
~:O~~CAS~~J~as:lr: . 
stereo, sharp. CaLI 457-4714 after 
5pm. 2967Aa42 
1970 PONTIAC CAT~LINA. 
Automatic. ps, pb, excellent' 
~~:nci7f~~~b~~~ance. =A!~ . 
~di~nV~2aJ'~~ ~~'J=' ' 
5tJ!1l. 2982Aa40 
~:~eR~n~TE~ , P~eat~ir-~h~:S~" 
AM· FM cassehe, $1200. Call aOer i 4pm, 529-5375 or 529-5982. 2968Aa42 
~'::~J~a~Pc ~~~~i~sli~n~BGo~' 
condition, $1600. Call529-~jAa40 
See our Great Selection of 
~ a:n at LOt"! PRICB. 
1982 Datsun 210 H'back 
1981 Chevrol.tChev .... 4d .. 
1981 Chevrol.t Chev.H. 2dr 
1981 Mont. Carlo 2dr 
191101d.C:utlau2dr 
1980 Monte Carlo 2dr 
1980 Datsun 280ZX 
1980 Datsun 2104idr 
1979 Mercury Cougar 2dr 
1979 Ford T-lird 2dr 
19791u1ck Sk,lark 2dr 
1975 Pone" 914 
1973 MGB Convertible 
UicKO'tnig 
CHIIVRCL~ luborv" .MW 
1000 I Mol" eo_ 13-100II 
'80 - HONDAMATIC, 400CC, low 
mileage. excellent condition. 687-
2210. 2880AC40 I, 
~~e~Ae':c~fI:n~I C~ti~~r~~ 
2333, 9-6pm 'tuesday -Sat~Xc38 
1979, 185 HONDA Twinstar. ex-
~r/!~~t5~~1~~on, Accepl~~~ 
50' SUZUKI GN400. Bought in 81'. 
Black with gold mags, backrest. 7~ 
~Pe?~~tf~~~;'~s7.E~:.2~ 
l!?:k:'~~!.~~SL~~c:,sd :aor:nfn~' 
cludes 2 helmets. Call 549-3084 
after 6pm. 2945Ac41 
~t':i~:;.~t~lt?~J!r~![i rrrs 
week. $750 OBO, 5."9-4035. 
295IAC40 
YAMAHA 125 ENDURO. Runs 
R:.t5~~ed. Only 3'~2~a8 
SALE. HELMETS ~ price while 
thellast. 1972 350 Yamaha, $175. 
~rJeci:.m~~, $650. Em1~:' 
, 
1I.I.ntI HILMD SALI 
UPTOU" Of' ON ALL 
~& MLMnS IN IIOCK. 
'4 Mil. South 01 ,he Ar.no !W9·0531 
Real E.tate 
ALTO PASS. 20 minutes from siu. 
3 bedroom. 2 bath, fireplace, ~hain 
~,!6e~coe.:e~~~~~\~uil~~n~,:~~ 
893-2900, anytime. 536-7575, week-
dayo;. B2874Ad53 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE for 
sale in Greenbriar addition, 
g:~~~~~o~~~l.ment. 
2908Ad45 
CARBONDALE'S BEST BUY! 
1.201 West College. Full basement 
with rec room, newlv redecorated, 
double carport. c~ntral air, new 
~~~~e~idin'a!:o!~::~~, 10t'l!lkr~: 
distance to university, two fun 
baths, incltldes washer " dryer, 
disposl'!l, dishwasher, refri~erator, 
ran~" oven. Owner has left area. m:.. . Call Heins AgeDC8~~ 
Page 14. Daily Egyptian, October 12. 1983 
iGRIZZLY ADAMS -RANCH. 80 
,acres, on good road. 40 tillable. 2 I 
Icreeks, sprmg, cave, bounded over 
150 percent by forest preserve ill 
IPope County (45 miles from Carbondale). Has 7 room house with bath flUS mobile home pad. !~~~'i~gie. wuf~~r3~ ~~:n~~ 
,and other buildings, 35 tillable 
acres, $47,500. Can collect (314) 
231-3533. 2629Ad4:! 
CRAB ORCHARD LAKE. 40 acres, 
v. mile frontr~e on blacklol> road, 
~:~~:b~~~f!i,~ ~~'ltf::.t;:; 
percen~ financing available at 12 
percent over 10 year term. Phone 
1
549-3002 aft!!r 5 'l::: for. ar~tment 
to see. ThlslSa rgam'S272sAd40 1----------------____ _ 
I 
NEE" 0\ HOME? Owner 01 S. W. 
ga;:~Jd~~e ~lmn~eet: ae~~~l 
~'iI~t7:Ji;:rty. ~~~~r.f 549-~~~ 
I after 5pm. 2941Ad40 
Mobile Home. 
. 101150 NEWLY REMODELED with 
h~~~l. n~t.:na~~1i~~ 
~~:~~Ij I~tt~r~::ti~~ryd'f.fr~~~t~ 
$3000. 684-2704. 2716Ae42 
12x65 WITH LARGE addition, new 
;;~t;! "",ga!~~t~o~~~~~! 
Pleasant Hill T. C. , 529-4586. 
2849Ae40 
12x50 2 BEDROOM Academy. 
$4500. ::49-5550.' B2927 Ae40 
CARBONDALE, AVAILABLE 12· 
20-83. 8x48 Skr;!ine with screened in 
~~~l.wt~~~~m~· C~ai~ 
FORIAlE 
~ SPECIAL ---I 
:IOX5020r38drm .. lieddown. I underpinned. 
~ _____ .!.!995 ~~~ 
12X50 2 8drm .. lied down. 
underpinned. set on 
spacious lot. 
$2995 
12 X 60 3 Bdrm. avail. immed. 
$3995 
Financing Avail 
See Doug Bushur 





JENNY'S ANTIQUES '" used 
furniture. Carbondale. Buy and 
sell. Old Route 13 west. Tum south 




USC (white)-o(hE'rs. $12.50 each 
ro~~id·B~~~-l7."troo~~~e~~~~ 
39601. ~OD orders call 1-601-835-
1085. 2668Af45 
• , SPIDER WEB ... BUY and sell 
::egl~umi~~F~.antiq~i7~,:(1k 
KITCHEN TABL.'!: AND 6 chairs, 
~~/~U~;~;~I-~~~~f~~~ ru 
p.m. 2902Af39 
SEASONED FIREWOOD OAK '" 
~~~~~m~·987-2468 or 1-~:is~s5 
INST ANT CASH 
For Anylhing Of 
Gold Or Silver 
Col.,.J.w.t"Y-ct .... I ....... tc. 
J&J CoIM'U S. IIICS7-M31 
Electronic. 
COMPLETE CAR STEREO 
r6:t~~it t.M-~:iddi&~!r c=::: 
four spearers, antenna fower 
~ft~~er, $200. 529-9213''Ws91:,ii 
SPEAKERS, TECHNICS PRO 
SB7000A, 3-w'1Y monitor, very 
~~~~e ~¥_~~~n, $44o.0028fJg~i 
SEE US FOR 
Apple. IBM & Osborne 
Microcomputers 
ALSO 
bookl, luppll ..... ",Ic., training. 
ASK US HOW YOU CAN 
NOW HAVE AN APPLE FOR 
AS UTILE AS $90.00 A MONTH 
WITH THE APPLE CREDIT PLAN. 
t:~~.=~UT~~€J .......,~!-='::~ .. , ~~~~,~,,=,~ 
TELEVISION REPAIR 
FREE ESTIMATES 
24-hour .stimate service 
9O-doy warronty 
Rental/Sales New & Used A·' T.V. 
715 S. III. Ave. 
457.'7009 
Across from 710 Bookstore 
Dear Cusfomer: 
Someone you know knows 
me and' has leorned that T.V_ 
and Stereo Repairs need not 
be expensive nor time-con-
suming. Free Estimates. 
Some-Day-Service. and High 
Tech Knowledge permit ma 
to make repairs for less. like 
that someone, Call: 5495936 
~rg:g~rc Allen'IT.V. 
Gomes R.paired Ml3 S. C;rohom 
CAR'B-ONDALE DISCOUNT 
HOUSING. One bedroom fur-
nished apartmpnt air absolutely 
:; ~~:Ja'i~~~~g:d ~r.if~\;~~ 
Call 684-4145. 82971Ba57 
NICE NEWER 2·bedroom 2 or 3 
f:0ple, furnished, 516 S. Poplar, 
eavily :nsulated, 529.13:296&Ba42 
NEW ONE BEDROOM, 
overlooking orchardlruall electric, 
~~I:.nd trash pic p. ~8R~t.:o 
PARKTOWN APTS. 
P .... .ct I .... professlonol •. 8OO,q. It .• 
28edroam ......-m-t. Air. carpeted. 
palio. lillhted parking and cobl. TV 




Naw laking Foil ond Spring conlrocls 
lor efficiencies. I bedroom and 2 bed. 
room Opl. 3 block. Irom Compu •. No 
pet •. 
Glen Willi ...... "nt.la 
'10 S. Unh, ... lty 
4S7-7N1 549-2454 
COUNTRY PARK MANOR 
EFF·$135 I-Bed. $160 
9 & 12 month cor. tracls. 
30 day contracts also 
available. 
All with Private Both. 
A/C. and Kitchen Foe. 
Newly Remodeled 
Slightly higher. 
P t & S II NO Deposil with e. . Upp •• Approved Credil. 
DOG GROOMINI} CAR- Call 529·1741 
BONDALE, Pick-up, delivery. ~:::g~~lel~a~'rices~l~et s~~~1f:s II===:iSi:jEiijCi::iUii:R:IT::Y=P="::'::RO.LiliLE=D=-t 
avaiJable. Austins', 529-1118. Now Renting lor Foil and Spring. 
2831Ah51 Efficiencie. and 1 bedroom apt •. No 
AQUARIUMS MURPHYSBORO. pel •. laundrylocilili8S. 
TROPICAL fishJ small animals Py"lIIloi • 
and birds. Also o~ and cat SUR; (2 ~~k:';:=';I~::') ~~~~648~N~lan's 0., ~~11~ 549.24'" 457-7941 
-
!!~~:~~~sor;. All 531. New I FURNISHED 
fW.tc!~':~~sIisb~!td!ta~ridden. 'I EFFICIENCY 
Recreational 
Vehicle. 
4 Blocks From Campus. 2899Ai39 I 
Wafer, Se",er Included 
I Carpeted Air Condo 
~!~pN::~~~?c!al~~n~ c~a~ I 549-6610 
3287. 2805Al41 I 
__ ~-~~ ______ ~'I=~~I~M=P=I.=I~A=L==~ Mu.lcal MICCA 
FLAMENCO GUITAR LESSONS' 
Ex~rienced ~rformer teaches all 
~'ih::\t~}~: ~ec~~~r;:s c~~~~~ 
C3ll687-4960. 2540An40 
PA 'S FOR RENT $30 and up Sound 
Core music and Studios. Complete 
music store with unbelievable 
,rices on the Island in Carbondale. 
15 S Unh'ersity, 457-5641. 2650An45 
TWELVE CHANNEL SUNN 
stereo mixing board with case, 
$750. 529-4W1. 2932An40 
FOR RENT 
Apart ..... nt. 
CLEAN, QUIET. ONl!: oearoom 
apartment. Available im-
W~\;I\:e. ~1~~o li6Jl~a:S 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT in 
~~~~i:e. f!~7f~0~f di~l~!~t:he~nz 
~ff~~as.c:~50~~~~t:.n1.~~~~ 1~: 
!l790. B2767Ba48 
BE READY FOR winter, 2 
~~:~~~d.a~~~~mJ~t tr~~mhaE'n~t 
Goss Property Manage~~t~~· 
FURNISHED EFFICIMENTS 
FOR rent. Lincoln vmaJtJe AI?ts. 
~~u~ ~~'&f:s ~~;'~.' ~~~~ 
549-6990afterl:00p.m. 2891Ba53 
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY 
APA"TMENT> 2 blocks from 
campus. Available Oct. 17th. 
~crru~n~cl!~il s:~~~nd trash 
2898Ba39 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT 
with utilities included Six or nine 
month lease. No mixed room-
mates. Located at 811 Cherry. Call 
529-3540. $300 per month. 2901Ba39 
NICE 2 BEDROOM, quiet. well 
~i~~T~( =~t°ft:ll :::;1 
ro:ta~~t~'~~:.O' after ;:&~40 
Hou.e. 
2-BEDROOM FURNISHED 
HOUSE, 2 blocks from SIU. 457-
6849. B2691Bb46 
THREE BEDROOM TWO people 
need one more. $109.50 per person 
includes heat and water. Fur· 
nished. Available October 1st. 
rW~:~i!Jen:lt!,~~) ~:;-4~:.r.ger 's. 
B2732Bb47 
CARBONDALE AREA, 2-
BEDROOM and 3-bedroom fur-
:s~ts~~~~i~a~r'o;~~~eJ~ 
~~5.on Old Rt. 13 westB~~~B~ 
~8JS~~02?b~ths. :F~I~~!S,':o~ 
campus. Will rent to group or 
~~5. AbsolutE'ly no ~~~s3BC~ 
ONE BEDROOM COTTAGE. 




~~~E~~~:f~~r ~~s~ft; ~~tl 
529-:>252 or 529·3866. Division of 
Diederich Reall!:state. B28l1Bb55 
~h~~~~PO~~~~~y lNg~i~t-
south of ~arbondale. Available 
immediately. Call 1-893-2683 arter 6 
p.m. or weekends. 2940Bb40 
FOUR BEDROOM FARMHOUSE. 
Seven miles from SIU prefer 
graduate students. Appointment 
~t~~· ~:'~%'Ji1:~~ ~~e::n'fs~ 
Available immediately. 2939Bb38 
TWO BLOCKS FROM campus, 
fuHy furnished~fer malure 
~'~~'p~~~ 54 aft~&'~,i1 
THREE BEDROOM, FUR-
NISHED. Close to campus and new 
~~~n~bie$~!~ ~f~. g~.s~~~' 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE I 
acro5;s from Re". Center, greal i 
10ca~JOn. Furmshed or un- I 
furmshed, rent now for winter I 
semester. 529-1539. 2956Bb56 1 
~OUSE 2-BEDROOM, WELL 
IIIsulated, clean, 2 blocks from Rec 
Center. $300. Available Nov 1st 457~166. 298iBb42 
Mobil. Hom •• 
'12' WIDE TWO-~EDROOM' ~::;t~:;;=;inSCJtt!~a~'?,'S:( 
4(fT1. 2499Bc40 
1981 ONE AND Two bedroom 
nicely furnished, energy saving 
=: campus. Sorry, no ~iB~ 
~~f~I!iW~ i?25 crom~. 
Don't waste money, call us, s.s: 
4444. 82659Bc45 
TWO BEDROOM COMPLETELY 
furnished, air conditioned, an-
~~J~l!m~n~~~rp~nn~ke!= 
Park subdivision east of Car-
bondale. $145-month. Phone 549-
6612, 549-3002 after Spm. B2724Bc48 
CONCERNED ABOUT WINTER 
heating bills? One bedroom 
rS:!~m?~. ~fngr!et~l f~~:~r::l: 
Located 1'-2 mi III Lakewood Park 
suOdivision east of Carbondale 
$145-month. Phone 549-6612, 54g: 
3002 after 5p1n. B2724Bc48 
CONCERNED ABOUT WINTER 
heating bills~ One bedroom 
fS:!lm~:. ~ngfeet~l r:.~~'t::l: 
Located 11,2 m, front and rear 
=rsai:~On~~~:l f:~~~ 
derpinned, anchored, close to 
~~. and University ~40~ 
VERY EXCELLENT 12x65. Two 
bedrooms, furnished, air, natural PuS, underpinnei anchored. Close 
$~~~~~~d niversA~4¥~ls 
VERY NICE l0x50, 2 bedrooms ~~~ii~hn~~, a!~c~!~~~1 ~r:Se uf~ 
~l3~. and University ~.Jl:S 
SMALL QUIET PARK. 12x60 two 
~~c~~~~, b~~~~r~{n~:~~iS~~~, 
~~~t Sorry 1\0 pet~~~ 
1 BEDROOM, NATURAL gas A-
C, underpinned}. P.9rch. located in ' 
Frost M. H. P. l.'aJl457-8924. I' 
2833Bc42 
~~b~le ~~es.T}I~i~hJ~~3~ i g>~~~i~~rEa~tl;::,ble. ~~c~ I 
2 BEDROOMS. Clean, nicely j 
furnished. Close to campus Im-=i:~~ ~=~y. No r~:i47 
NICE QUIET LOCATION. ~ mile 
~ed~~~:nr:~' b~~:,isftf~ t:r~ 
peted. 457-8924 or 549-2487. 
2865Bc43 
MALIBU VILLAGE 12x60 front' 
and rear bedrooms, 1~ bath, 
washer, furnished, excellent , 
condition. Available after October 
15th. $225-month with lease and 
deposit. 549-5550. B2925Bc4O : 
PARADISE ACRES 12x50 2 
bedroom, furnished. $ll1O-month. 
549-5550. B2926Bc40 
WALK TO Stu in this verY nice 14 
wide with new carpet, spacious 
kitchen, central air, and all 
electric. Available now, no pets. 
529-3920 or 457-2874. B2947Bc41 I 
ONE BEDROOM - $100, Two 'I 
bedroom - $130. No ~s, MkinNs 
~~, ~~.qUiet, Sout ~56 
1~ 2-BDRM,. 2-BATH, central 
al~ al~ electriC, anchored and 








HANDY MAN, CARBONDALE 
:-:r el!cur~:':bI~rytO ~,::~jn~ 
emergency calls. Reply to Box I 
:~i~ti~~IYB1~~P~~IXII~~: I 
n., 62901. B2675C44i I 
~~~§~~~~~de~~-~PorD:a~t i 
lime. Dancers: $5.00 per hour. 
Strictly legitimate-tv~e en-
~n:.~mlne::t ~~~~di!:)ioca~ :~ 
King's Inn Motel. '25 E. Main 
Carbondale. Or call 529-9336 for 
appointment. 2827C51 
OVERSEAS JOBS - SUMMER-
Year round. EuroIf~s, Amer., 
~l~~:nt~i~·s~tsei=: e I 
info. Write ~ Box 52-IL-l Corona I 
Del Mar, CA 92625. 2822C51 
I 
PART-TIME SECRETARY ~ ~u~~EPor 3i:~ t~ff~~!5 i:o~ar: I 
, bondale. No shorthand, excellent j 
typing. Send letter and resume to: I 
Legal Secretary, Rt. 3, Box 47, , 
Murphysboro,IL62966. 2863C39 I 
RADIO LOGIC TECHNOLOGIST I 
A. R . .ft. T. Registered l full time: I Expenence prererred. St. Joseph's ' 
Memorial Ifospital, MurphysbOro : 
684-3156, ~xt. 216. B:i!i36C40 I 
DIRECTOR OF PHARMACY ~::t~r~as~~~:~.Oh::{ta~l~f:d ! 
~f~~e:h~r~~f.~~ ~~~:n~urto I 
utilitze ft°o~ management and 1 ~ga~~~e~ Q~lfu~ tn':n7a~~ 
wir/\e a registered pharmacist 
from an accredited school of 
reg~c~:rerss~f~~:'e1~ I 
S:~i:i:t~eF::'m~;o~~a~~rt~~ 
, SHA~ TWO BEDROOM 'lP!lrt- I 
ment m house near campus. Call I 
529-2355 after 10 pm. 2623Be43 
FEMALE NONSMOK~- I 
and IV admitures. Hospital uses a 
computerized inventorY system. 
Excellent salary and complete 
~y!:: K:3k:e'!c;t~~U~~~ 
paid. Send letter of interest and 
resume in confidence to Box No.9 
~En?e !: c!a~~~~~$h~i::tl~~~ 
2610. 2878Be39 
~ ~. Egyptian, car=~ 
3RD ROOMMATE FOR a 3- HEALTH EDUCATOR: WE are ~ma:-:~l~ f~~~third ~~rcfe acl~~::i~ irn~t~~lo~ 
2845Be43 ! :~~~~li;;t~~~~ct~arc:s i 
--------- to, tI,enagers and their parents II 
3 RESPONSmLE FEMALES for WJ~ID our two count)' servtce area. , 
house. 3 blocks to campus. 549- Major emphasis IS on family 
1664, after 5 ask for Karen or call 1- I oIanning - sex education. Masters I 
985-3187. 2871Be43 ae~ree in Health Education or ' 
NEEDED 1 MATURE Female re ated field with teaching cer- \ tificate preferred. Excellent 
!"OOIIImate to share big fannhouse salary ano fringe ben fit Sub 't 
AUTO REPAIR. QUALITY work. 
Low rates. 9am to 5pn. Call 457-
6597. 2905E4a 
LOST 
P!-EASE RETURN POOL cue 
With black case, left outside of 
~~!~. 5 Friday night. ~. , 
ENTERT AINMENT 
BALLOON BOUQUETS $12.50 • 
!:~~w;b:flv~~l~';'~°:it. ~~ 
5222. 2723147 
HORSEBACK RIDING! TRAILS! 
Lessons! Gentle borses for sale. 
Hoofbeats - 457-4370. 2911154 
HAYRIDE PARTIES! SCENIC 




SOUTHERN ILLINOIS FLEA 
~~r ~~~s ~.rit~::3.d:la'io':ee:~ 
cosfumesl. ~ntiques, home fur-
~, &nick-tiJacliB, etc. Best 
~~r:s o:,~&lIgr~:rg::j!Tel:~ 
Route 51. See you Sunday!! 2933J4O 
AUCTlON~ 8. SALES ~tt~sboro. $100 fUS utilities. resume by Oclober ~1.\983 r~: , 
p.m. I eJ]e 549-522 bef~J~ i ~m~~,i~a~~rl:.thsJf~~:i3~ I' SOUTHERN ILLINOIS FLEA 
VAN Marltet. Ojlen SundllYs. Best 
T TO BE Alone? We'll give I FEMALE DANCERS AT Chalet in barF.ains an around. Halloween ~o~nem~lJ~nh~~: ~ :~':'t~ Murrvi!ysboro. $5.00. r.er h~ur. ~sti~:S~S~J~:!~::~ks~~~~ A~i 
W~~fFt:1.~,M~~; ~~se, call ~~~ person. For m or~~i I ~~r:s O~o~~lI~r~:rg:~~!Tel:~ 
-C-A~R-B-O-N-D-A-L-E--6-0-3-B_:~9B:lY 1 RoI:te !;1. See you Sunday! ! 
Bryan, Available immediately, DAVIS CONSTRUCTION- I ,I 18;~1~e3u~~~r't~~Il'be~~~~:ii ~t!~~~I!~~l:o:!~I~~ I CARBONDALE TO ST. LOUIS 
house. Central air, nice location, references, free estimates, 457-1$18.25; Carbondale to Spripgfield, ~.room,carspace. 549-4JJM(:; 8438. 096SE38 ~1~~~·;10; Car~~ned~~eChlca'fo 
TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED ~i~1:IU.rG t:i~Jrfn~ATIO~cl tx!~!n~t~~pov:.·Wis.8~~ 
:~;;~~. J~t~~~. Quiet ~~~Vo~Y~\~~~rSr82M~~~: 457-4144. 2144P51 
2929Be40 10am~pm, Monday-SatlJ~). 457-
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE fur 1859. 252,QE43 
~~~:~ 1t :~~lo ~~m\:Y ~g~' i ~~e:' ~~~':n~ar~~ cfra':l!::3e 
student preferred. ~all 457-4816 
evenings or early lJIornings. 
2975Be40 
FEMALE ROOMMATE 
NEEDED. Two bedroom duolex. 
R~nt $140 plus utilities. Three 
mIles from campus_ Call Tina 529-
2198 after 5pm. 2964Be40 
for the best. Call Dr. Soot llaglc 
Chimney Sweep. Certified Mem6er 
of N. C. S. G. Carterville, 1-985- I 
4465. 2592E42 
I. AIM DESIGN Studio-gannents 
:!ft~t~;.lok~i1~:~t~:~~~~ 
529-3998. 2603E42 
Duplexe. S TOR - N - L 0 C K MIN I 
CARTERVILLE DUPLEJl,.. ~~~~~dSJ:"seWst:rag~~~~ bed~oom, Carpet, A-C, quiet, many sizes avaIlable, low monthly ~r,usf1~'. rJ-~~: 1\0 leas~d;~ rates, for more info, ca1l5:--:J.:s~ 





e 2 or 3 bedrooms 
e$145-$360 
Only 2 miles 





'1 ~:t~~ ~~l~~ck-up u~'W~ ~::l~:enr:'Ball(JP~.~~li 
CARBONDALE, 2-BEDROOM I THE HANDYMAN - P-'J1IITING, 
duplex, clean, energy efficient, glazing, drywalling, electri;::!lI, :~;jt.t~ ~~:i:::t!:iy~ll~~t~ ~::s;~~r.An jGG!il1'f.ge ::ra~~~: 
month. 529-1203 after 5pm. 2983Bf43 457~~~. work. Reasonable27~~~ 
HElP WANTED 
RESPIRATORY TECHNICIANS. 
IMMEDIATE full-time and IJ!Irt-
time openings for a graduate of an 
~~~apya~':,11xc~~~~i:I~;?, 
~~:9i~io~~~et~:{a~~d p~~~~!t"e' 
Department, St. Elizabeth's 
Hospital, 211 S. Third St., 
BeUeville, IL. 62221 (618)234-2120, 
ext. 1493. B2785C39 
PAINTING INTERIOR EX-
TERIOR. Guaranteed professional 
quality. AI Raila, 529-4861!. Z;WE50 
TYPING - RUSH JOBS and 
regular. Cassette tapes tran-
scribed. Termpapers, theses-
dissertations, bOok manuscripts, 
~::t'~~:V1"!~~~' 2757E53 
TYPING' THE OFFICE. 409 W. 
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Divorce a 'hlue light special'; 
lawyer offers one-day service 
CHICAGO (AP) - Anthony Wendy Massengill, 28, said 
Palumbo and his wife tried for she couldn't believe how easy it 
almost a year to end their was to divorce ber high school 
marriage before they heard sweetheart after 10 years of 
about a lawyer who promised marriage. 
one-day divorces. "It was faster and easier than 
A few days later, their is-year getting married - and less 
marriage was history. traumatic," said Ms. 
"No hitches, no problems and Massengill, a service 
as legal as anything can be," representative for a com. 
said Palumbo, 36, a private muni('ations company. 
detective. "We heard the ad on SIY-f Slid she and her former 
the radio. made an appointment huslanc. sought Turza's 
for a Thursday afternoon, and assis·.a~~e not out of a sense of 
Friday morning it was all urgency, "but because. was on 
over. " vacation that week." . 
The couple is among scores She added that the couple also 
flocking to "Hotlipe Legal was concerned about main-
Services," the law offices of taining a cordial relationship 
Gregory Tuna. who runs what with one another. 
he calls "a quickie divorce firm "Sometimes, I think it's more 
... a blue light special" for important to be friends." she 
people seeking fast, un- said. "We didn't want to get 
contested divorces. nasty or anythin~." 
"I'm a divorce specialist," Katbleen Marhn, 37, of Des 
says Tuna, whose business has-· . Plaines, agreed. 
mushroomed since he figured ". had made a decision in my 
out how to deliver a ~uick end to life and I wanted to make it as 
a marriage - if aJ the con- painless and as unemotional as 
ditions are right. it can be," the distribution 
"These are strictly un- facility manager said. 
contested cases," Tuna ex- "Why go through the 
plained, adding that the party emotional hassle of dragging 
filing the divorce must tie an out a marriage when we could 
Illinois resident for at least 90 both go on with the rest of our 
days. "A couple has to know, at lives?" she asked. "You can 
least in general terms, what the stretch agony on for years." 
agreement is between them- Not to mention attorney fees. 
selves. This includes not only Palumbo said he considered 
tried to collect $4,000 "for doing 
nothing." 
Tuna charges a s~ndard 
$250, but tacks on an additional 
$75 if children are involved, and 
another $100 if property has to 
be divided. Court costs are 
always $130. 
He advertises those prices on 
the radio, which is considered 
"bad form" in local legal cir·. 
c1es, according to Bruce Natkin, 
an attorney who initially 
threatened to sue Tuna when 
the ads first were aired. 
"He didn't think we could do 
it," Tuna said. "But he 
checked it out and then caned 
back to apologize." 
Natkin, who also specializes 
in divo~ cases, stiU calls 
Tuna's practice "sort of 
chintzy." 
"I guess it was the approach, 
more than anything elSe, that 
irked people," Natkin said. 
Tuna has little regard for 
what his competitors say. 
"There's a very rational, real 
value for some people to get it 
over with quickly," he says. '" 
think it's legitimate to take into 
account the clients' interest as 
well as who gets the kids and the 
car. My philosophy is that if 
they're happy, I'm happy. I 
don't play upon a client's 
emotion to generate fees." 
But he says he's making a 
pretty good living through sheer 
the decision to get a divorce, but Tuna's fees "cheap ... because 
all the anCillary issues such as he got the job done." He added 
how the property is dividp.d, that his former wife's attorney 
who gets custody of the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ children, the approximate ~ 
amount of child sup90rt and " Arnold'. M. ark.t 
volume. 
visitation rights." 
Tuna says he can assist P&.P Loaf &. Peppered Loaf 
couples who are tentative about . ''.IJ'UIIUlun Lowfat Milk the a~eement by explaining .' 
:r~: :~:t!?a~ a~~~~~l:~~ Gallon Apple Juice 
where a rational option is Homemade Cider Available 
usually one that will be ac-
cepted." Loc.tH .... ,% ... 11 .. _th of 
When the agreement is "II._~ ....... _ 51. Open 7 .. ap a w .... 1f..:~~:oJ 
reached, Tuna translates it into 7a ... to lOp ... 
legal terms and prepares aU the 
documents in his office. Both 
the husband and wife must sign 
the agreement, but only the 
person filing for the divorce 
must appear in court, where he 
or she is almost certain to ap-
pear before Circuit Judge Louis 
J. Hyde. 
"If an the statuatory 
requirements are complied 
with, we have no alternative 
1:18n to give them a divorce," 
said Hyde, who handles "so 
many divorces I get a little bit 
dizzy listening to them." 
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LIVE GO GO Dancers 
(From. the Modeling Conpsiracy) 'eaturlng Lori Jo ffioinpsoo 
Listen to WCIL-FM Sat. Morning 7a.m. to lOa.m., 
for the sounds of the sixties. Relive the 60's at the 
Oasis Lounge Fri. & Sat. Nites. 60's Music, Drink 
Specials, Hula Hoop, Twist, Trivia & Limbo Contests .. 
t1app~' ti~1I1" 11-f 
Tequila Sunrise 70~ 
• \I·VI'I~RS.H.X u.... SilO'" 
cJtl() ~ BUSCH DRAFTS 
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Wonlen's Rugby Club snares 
second in state championships 
Even wet, windy, cold 
weatner couldn't put a damper 
on the weekend for the women's 
Rugby Club. The club grabbed 
second place at the IlIioois Sub-
Union Championships in 
Champaign, notching a 3-1 
weekend record. 
The ruggers knocked off 
Lakeshore 14-0 and dumped 
Illinois State 14-0 with ease 
Saturday. Sunday the streak 
remained unbroken, with SlU-C 
recording a 14-0 win over the 
University of Illinois, until the 
team dropped the championship 
match to Chicago 6-12. 
Six members c f the club were 
honored by beil1';: named to the 
Illinois Sele-:.t Side team. 
Representin17 the back line Vlere 
fullback Ma ria Erickson, fly 
half Barb Cavoto and ctater 
Anita Coleman. Selected from 
the serum were Shannon 
Maulding, scrum half; Laura 
Michalek. prop, and P.J. Jor-
dan. hook. 
In the match with Lakeshore. 
the pouring rain couldn't slow 
the ruggers. After sev{'ral 
strong attacks and counter-
attacks, thE' SIU-C ('Iuh made an 
opening for an Anita Coleman 
try and a kick by Maria 
Erickson. 
Tight defense blanked 
Lakeshore, while SIU-C was 
able to chalk up two more tries, 
sealing the opening victory. 
In the club's second match, 
Illinois State showed signs of 
quickness but couldn't match 
the speed of Coleman'S speed at 
center for SIU-C. Coleman 
zipped through two holes in the 
ISU defense for two tries. The 
serum walked over an ISU goal-
line wall and Erickson recorded 
a conversion kick to give MU-C 
a 14-0 win. 
The win over I1li Jis was a 
storybook win for s!U-C. The 
ruggers :-ipped Illinois in loose 
play, and I'I.\ns and kicks by the 
backs barned the lIIini defense. 
SIU-C's offens;ve surges put 
Illinois against the wall, and 
twice the scrum pushed the 
opposition back over the goal 
TENNIS from Page 20 
and eoch and Visconti were the 
doubles teams. 
Thp only Saluki to advance to 
the quarter finals of the singles 
tournament was OJiquino (5-4 
for the fall season) as he beai 
Bob Gorolniek from ISU 6-1. 6-7. 
6-3 in the first round and David 
Goodman from Illinois 7-6. 6-3 In 
the second round. Oliquim, lost 
to Young Min Kwon of SIU-E 6-
I. 6-4 in the quarter finals. 
Wadmark (5-2). who was 
seeded third in the tourney. was 
given a bye for the first round. 
but lost a heartbreaker in the 
second round to Marco Wen of 
Northwestern 4-6. 7-5. 7-6. with a 
9-7 tiebreaker in the final set. 
Visconti (5-3) easily won his 
first round match against Jflhn 
Metzger of ISU 6-0. 6-1, but '""t 
in the sE'cond round to Doag 
Burke of SIU·E 6-2. 7-6. 
Coch (3-4) was stumped by 
SIU-E's Johan SjogrE'n 6-3, 6-0 in 
the first round. Sjogren is 
ranked in the top 10 for Swedish 
juniors. 
Freshman Lars Nilsson (1-1) 
showed some promise on the 
courts as he won his first 
collegiate tennis match in the 
first round agair.st Peter Arness 
HOCKEY from fJage 20 
year," IIlner said." 
IlIner was also Satisfied with 
the performance of the midfield 
- left link Mary Beth Meehan. 
cente. link Mindy Thorne, right 
link Sue Solimine and reserve 
link Nadine Simpson. 
Meehan, Thorne, and 
Solimine have started together 
the past four games and are 
starting to solve the team's 
early-season weakness at 
midf:eld. 
"The midfield play was 
improved and we did a good job 
of cutting them off offensively 
• in the area, eslX"'eially in the 
'Eastern Kentucky game," 
HIner said. 
In the first game, right wing 
Jennifer Bartley tallied a goal 
and an assist to pace the 
Salukis' victory over Eastern 
Kentucky. 
Bartley opened the scoring 
with an unassisted goal at the 
2o-minute mark of the first haiL 
It was Bartley'l> fourth goal of 
the season. 
Five minutes int() the second 
half. left inner Patty Lauer 
scored her fourth goal of the 
season on an assist by Bartley 
to increase the seore to 2-0. 
Leidy capped the scoring wito ... 
an unassisted goal with 10 
minutes left in the game. The 
play originated when right 
line with the ball in SID-C's 
possession for two scores. 
SIU-C came down off its c10ucl 
and found itself outmatched in 
the championship game with 
nationally-rank~d Chicago. The 
TUggers turned back the strong 
Chicago running attack, 
tackling hard and kicking the 
ball out of danger. 
Coleman put a scare in the 
unbeaten Chicago club .n the 
first half with several 
breakawHY runs. With a minute 
left in the half. Chicago 
sql'i.rmed through an SIU-C 
goal-line stance for a try, but 
missed Lie conversion kick. 
SIU-C left the field at halftime 
down 4-0. 
SIU-C's defense cut shnrt 
several Chicago surges in the 
slr.ond half. Despite aggressIve 
play, though, SlU-C was unable 
to cash in with a s,:ore and 
Chicago walked away with a 12-
o win and th~ tOl!rnament 
trophy. 
of Illinois-Chicago. 6-0, 6-0. 
Nilsson was matched up with 
Peter Moore of SIU-E for the 
second round and lost 6-1. 4-6. f 
L 
:n doubles, Wadmark and 
Oliquino 18-1) got a bye for the 
first round anc! won the nex.! 
three rounds, including beating 
teammates Krueger and 
Nilsson (2-1) to advance to the 
finals. But LeFNre had to with-
draw Wadmark and Oliquino 
from the finals becallse of an 
eight-hour rain dt:\ay Saturday 
which made play last longer 
Sunday. 
inner Terrv Draffko!"n's shot 
bounced oft an Easter!. Ken-
tucky player and the bail 
deflected to Leidy. who was 
standing in the goal crease and 
flicked the ball in. 
Goalie Lisa Cuocci made 
three saves to post the 5a1ukis' 
sixth shutout of the season. Weil 
supported Cuocci with a 
defensive save. 
The Salukis, who have 
allowed 18 goals in 12 games, 
lowered their defensive average 
to) 1.5 goals a game. 
'·W.. played a good game 
against Eastern Kentucky," 
sai~ IIIner, whose team ('utshot 
EK 22-7. 
Carbondale's Original Deli 
Free Lunch Deliveries 
• r~-. 11-1:30 ~. 
549-3366 c_ 
eSubseSalads. . ~J'''''':_ :l!!:..ecake. Quiche. 
Na. 1 O,t C,binlf QUI/Hy 11.89, bOlri Foat 
1Iflx C,lt 994 , tuba 
Cam, S" Our AU,,,,,fw, En"" Oeplrfmlttf. 
Sa/,,, W"tI, Etc. 
Tb,,,,,,' T,nk/III HPI W,tlf Helt" 
IntrfJiucfJry Prics 1169.95 . 
~-.... c. .... '-"W!NTERIZE ~ , IYQUR HOME .... -.' 
-----------------
PYRAMID LUMBER INC. 
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GCAC honors fielder 
B,· Steve Koulos 
Siudent Writer 
Left wing Sharon Leidy, the 
Salukis' leading scorer, was 
named the Gateway Collegiate 
Alhletic Conference Plaver of 
the Week for field hockey. 
The selection of Leidy. the 
~~rstr~~;i~e fi~~~ ho;!~~t~b~~ 
SC:lson, was based on her 
m'erall play, highlighted by her 
pt!rformance Saturday against 
Eastern Kentucky and Davis 
and Elkins College, according 
to GCAC publicist Tim 
Stephens. 
Leidy scored one goal in each 
game to help the Saiukis defeat 
Eastern Kentucky 3-0 and tie 
Davis and Elkins, the 14th-
ranked team in the nation, 1-1. 
Leic!y, who leads the team 
with nine goals and is third in 
the conference, admitted she is 
playing with more confidence 
this season. 
"In the past years it was more 
of playing the ,;(ame, but this 
Sharon Leidy 
season I am thinking I have to 
put the ball in the cage more," 
said Leidy. who scored four 
goals in her freshman year and 
seven goals last season. "I think 
all of us have to share the 
scoring responsibility with 
Ellen Massey and Cindy Davis 
gone." 
Massey and Davis graduated 
from a 2()"5 team and were the 
Salukis' second and third 
leading goal scorers of all-time. 
"I think Davis and Elkins was 
the best game we have played 
all year," said Leidy. who 
notched a hat trick' against 
Toledo earlier in the season. 
"We were so tired and 
everybody played their hearts 
out." 
SIU-C Coach Julee Illner was 
pleased that Leidy received the 
award. 
"Sharon has been playing 
well all season and I am glat! 
she got the award," said IIlller. 
"She had a very good game 
against Toledo but had an ex-
cellent game against Daliis and 
Elkins. 
"Sharon plays a smart game 
because she uses her head. She 
has good speed and is finishing 
things and is really going to be 
tough when she gets total 
control at the end of our 
breakaways. " 
Golfers second in triangular 
By Sherry Chisenhall 
Sports Editor 
Carding their best round \If 
the fall season. the Saluki men 
golfers finished in the middle of 
the standings in an l8-hole 
triangular match Monday at 
Mattoon Country Club. 
The University of Illinois took 
top honors, finishing first w.ith.a 
294. while host Eastern llhnOis 
University. which has topped 
SIU-C twice this season. 
finished at the other end of the 
standings. SIU-C was second. 
three ~trQkes behind Illinois 
with a 297. 
Senior Scott Briggs topped the 
Salukis for the first time this 
season. Briggs was one under 
for the day to finish in a three-
way tie for first place overall. 
~~:~~nt!~~a~Js~r!n';ia~IK~~~~ 
Kevin Haime. 
SIU-C's No.2 man was fresh-
man Jay Sala. who fired a two-
over-par 73. Senior John 
Schaefer was four over with a 
75, while Tom Jones shot a 78 
and J.D. Tomlinson carded an 
82. 
Three other Salukis played 
the course indiv1dually. not 
counting scores fllr the team 
total. Kurt Wahl fired a 74. 
freshman Bobby Pavelonis 
carded a 76 and Tim Sass 
re-:orded a i7. 
Coach Mary Beth McGirr was 
pleased with her team. 
"We got a good effort from 
everyone," she said. "We were 
also able to use the round for 
qualifying for our next big 
tournament, since everyone 
was playing the same course 
and no one had played it before. 
"Weather conditions were 
ideal for golf, and the course 
was in good shape. Some of par 
fives they could get to in two, so 
we got a lot of our birdies on 
those holes. 
"I've said all season we had a 
better team than we've been 
showing. This is the first time 
we saw how good we can be, 
even though the match was low 
key. The match will be a moral 
booster for us. All we need now 
is some consistency." 
Cyclists finish high in criteriuID 
Several SIU-C Phoenix 
cyclists traveled to S~ Louis 
Sunday for the 38th Wu(~ler 
Criterium. 
The course was a flat eight-
tenths mile loop in Forest Park. 
The veteran men, women and 
Category IV men raced 16 miles 
and the Category I, II and III 
men raced 24 miles. 
In the veteran men's race, 
Mike Jenkins kept the pace fast 
with numerous attacks and 
assisted teammate John 
Martinko in the final sprint. 
Martmko grabbed second place Friend took 10th. 
and Jenkins took fourth. In the men's I, II and III race, 
Phoenix rider Laura Miller Phoenix riders Lynn Irons and 
'Ind Sue Powell of Galesburg Mick Letourneaux teamed with 
bl"lke away from the women's former Phoenix rider Dan 
field on the fourth lap, with Casebeer. On the ninth lap of 
Miller crossing the finish line the 30-lap race, Casebeer broke 
first and Powell following. away with Joe Ziegler of S1. 
In the men's Category IV 
event Bob Schaefer and Cyril 
Friend rode aggressively. each 
nabt-ing a prime, which is a 
prize awarded for a .sprint 0!l a 
given lap. In the fmal sprmt. 
Schaefer finished sixth and 
Louis. Irons and Letourneaux 
effectively held the field back 
for Casebeer. 
Ziegler edged Casebeer in the 
final sprint to claim first place. 
Irons took 10th in the field 
sprint. with Letourneaux 
finishing 12th. 
.I .... DII. WI ••• & THIN •• 
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Dierdorf plans to resign 
at end of football season 
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Van 
Dierdorf, the six-time All-Pro 
lineman for the St. Louis 
Cardinals. announced Tuesday 
that he will retire at the end of 
the 1983 National Football 
League season. 
"Ninety-five percent of me is 
very sad," said the 13-year 
veteran. "But my knees - the 
other 5 percent - are very, very 
happy. My knees are in very 
poor shape." 
Dierdorf told reporters that 
he was not physically able to 
continue playing at the. high 
level of performance which he 
felt he had established in his 
career. 
He said he informed Car-
dinals owner William Bidwill of 
!lis decision late Monday. ad-
ding that he made the decision 
early so t.hat the coaching staff 
had pler.ty of time to find a 
replacement. 
"Dan is one of the finest men 
ever to wear a Cardinal 
uniform," Bidwill said 
Tuesday. 
"He was r.:Ie of the pl'emiere 
players in the game during his 
time," agrc::d Cardinals Coach 
Jim Hanifan, "and the best part 
is that he was recognized as 
such b~ his peers." 
Come ski 
for yourself 
January 2-6, 1984 
at Majestic Ski Resort, 
j ~ <:- . Lake Geneva, Wisconsin \\>~~.-' 
J .. ~. ~.-> $165 includes transportation. 
. ~; lodging and 3 days 
./,\~ ."-. skiing, 
For all the details. call Becky at 1 -983-
5218. Or send your nome and address to: 
Collegiate Tours. 1412 Jefferson Ave .. 
Johnston City, Il 62951. 
# - -:" '-..." - • 
Fine Menswear 
SOHNS 
University Mall. C'..arbondale 
\\est Park Mall, Cape Girardeau 
A RUGGED SHOE 
DOESN', HAVE TO 
IE UGLY. 
Especiall)' when it\ a Timocrl~d~ 
Timberland shoes are made of full-grain leatht'rs 
that are soft and suppit'. The eyelet. art' solid brass 
to l""";ist rust. The stitching is toug!-! n)'lon The laces 
art' genuine rawhide. And the soles art' long-lasting 
Vibram~ 
When )'ou make a sh'X' thi~ rugged, )'ct thi~ c?m-
fortable, how could you call it an)thing bu~ beautifuJ? 
- ,... . . 
,~ . --
StaH Photo by Me;lhen Kennedy 
Chris Boyd eyes the set by Usa Cummins and goes up for the spike 
in the Salukis' match with Ottawa, 
Spikers still skidding, 
but edge Ottawa twice 
By Sherry Chisenhall 
Sports Editor 
For a team that is sUPP'lsed to 
be building momentum, the 
Saluki volleyball team IS g(!in~ 
about it in a strange way. 
With the meat of the con-
ference schedule drawing near, 
Coach Debbie Hunter's club has 
hit a skid and slumped to a 6-12 
record after a respectable start. 
Sunday and Monday the team 
took on an overmatched Ottawa 
squad, yet the Salukis barely 
escaped from D~ vies gym· 
nasium with a pair oi exhibition 
wins. 
Monday night marked SIU-
C's 21st match of the season and 
Ottawa's third. although 
spectators would be hard· 
pressed to tell which team was 
which. 
The Salukis had an enormous 
height advantage, with Ot· 
tawa's tallest players 
measuring in at 5-foot-7. 
It still took SIU·C four games 
Sunday to dispose of the Gee· 
Gees, while the match Monday 
went to five games and endured 
for nearly two and a half hours. 
The Salukis edged Ottawa in the 
fifth game to merCifully end the 
error-ridden contest, with SIU· 
C claiming a 15-12, 11·15, 15-7, 
15-17, .5-13 win. 
Hunter admitted her club's 
performance was anything but 
stellar. 
"Certainly no play~rs or 
coaches are salisfied with how 
we played," she said. "It wasn't 
a satisfying win. We're trying 10 
work Ihr?ugh this thing, but 
we're havmg trouble identifying 
the problem. 
"I don't feel like it's !lot 
anything to do with the players' 
physical skills. 'Ve're just not 
playing with c(IOfidence or 
assuredness. We seemed sloppy 
and played at random not 
unified. We're trymg t~ pull 
together." 
One of the isolated bright 
spots for the Salukis was the 
play of 6·foot-l sophomore 
Marla Swoffer, who has seen 
limited playing time this 
season. Monday night Swoffer 
nailed 13 kills in 22 attempts 
with only three errors for a .455 
attack percentage. 
Swoffer also assisted ;n 
several key blocks in the fifth 
and decisive game of the match. 
She was one of the few Salukis 
who used the advantage in 
height to turn back Ottawa's 
attack. 
Also a key to the Salukis' win 
was Carbondale native Donna 
Tindall, who came on strong in 
the final game of the match and 
!Igured heavily in SIU-C's at-
tacking game. 
Tindall hammered eight kills 
in 15 attempts with two errors 
for a .400 hitting clip, with five 
of the points coming in the final 
game. 
Setter Lisa Cummins. who is 
second in the Gateway con· 
ference in assists, notched five 
kills in eight attem:)ts with no 
errors for .ti25 t:ilting pel" 
centage. Cummins' points came 
off tips, which Hunter has said 
is one of the sophomore's 
strongest assets. 
Chris Boyd also headed the 
team's attacking game, 
dropping 20 kills in Ottawa's 
COUtt in 39 attempts for a .333 
perc'entage. 
Freshman Pat Nicholson, 
heralded as having possibly the 
most potential oi any of Hun· 
ter's recruits, recorder, five 
kills in 12 attempts with no 
errors for a .417 hitting mark. 
The 5·foot·1I N~..:holson also 
came up wHh four assisted 
blocks in the match. 
Linda Sanners figured into the 
match stats, recoramg 10 kills 
in 19 attempts with six errors 
for a .211 hitting clip. 
Contributing to the team's 
poor showing was the disap-
pointing play of senior Mary 
Maxwell, who leads the GCAC 
in digs, averaging 3.23 per 
match. Against Ottawa 
Maxwell managed only 13 kills 
in 42 attempts with six errors, 
for a dismal .167 attack per· 
centage. 
Fielde~ return with win and tie Tennis team places 
fourth in Champaign Bv 5te\'e Koulos Siudent Writer 
Maybe the SIU-C field hockey 
players should always get to 
sleep late at night. 
The Salukis arrived in Rich-
mond, Ky .. early Saturdav 
morning and had only five to 
five·and-a-half hours of $Ieep 
befere blanking Easteru 
Kentucky 3·0 and fighting 
nationally·ranked Davj~ and 
Elkins College to a 1·1 tie which 
lasted through two overtime 
pE'riods 
SIU·C Coach Julee IlIner 
thought her team played its best 
game of the season against 
Davis and Elkins, which was 
rznked 14th and carried a 3-1 
record into the game. 
"It was by far the best game 
we had\>layed this year," said 
IIIner, whos~ team improved to 
1;-4.' overa:-I. "We diu a super 
job In the second game and 
everybody t>layed real well. The 
team was exhausted after the 
Davis and Elkins game." 
Davis and Elkins opened the 
scoring three minutes into the 
game on a controversial goal 
after a wild scramble in front of 
the net. 
"I would sav there were at 
least 10 or 12 fouls by both 
teams and the official didn't call 
anything," mner said. "They 
should have had a corner or we 
should have had a free kick." 
The Salukig retaliated at the 
16-minute mark of the second 
half when left wing Sharon 
Leidy scored her ninth goal of 
the season, a total which leads 
the team. Leidy's goal was 
a!>Sisted by right back Nancy 
McAuley. 
"We controlled the first half 
and they scored, and the second 
half was pretty even," said 
Illner, whose team outshot 
Davis and Elkins 13-10 in 
regulation but was outshot 5-2 in 
overtime. 
"In the overtimes they were 
getting stronger and wearing us 
out. In the first overtime they 
controlled the game and were 
iA;ing the aggressor, and in the 
second oV">l'time we held our 
Own ., 
Goalie Sandy Was fey turned 
in a solid performance and 
made eight saves for the 
Salukis. 
Illner said she was par· 
ticulary pleased with the per· 
formance of the deep defense 
which consists of left back Dore 
Weil, center back Jeanine Janos 
and McAuley at right back. 
"I thought Nancy played 
extremely well at right back 
and it was her best game of the 
See HOCKEY, Page III 
By George Pappas 
Staff Writer 
The SIU-C men's tennis team 
ran into some tough competition 
in Champaign over the weekend 
but still managed a fourth.place 
finish in the Illinois Collegiate 
Tennis Tournament. 
The sev"n·team tournament 
was won by SIU-E with 87 
points, with the University of 
Illinois taking second with 67 
points. Northwestern 
Vniversity placed third with 58 
points, while the Salukis scored 
45 points. Illinois State, Eastern 
Illinois and Illinois-Chicago 
rounded out the bottom of the 
standings with 10, eight and 
three points. 
All of the teams entered in the 
tournament brought eight 
singles players and three 
doubles teams. There were also 
several independents entered. 
University of Illinois officials 
l"Iivided the singles into two 
pools, one for the top four 
players from each team and the 
other for the bottom four 
players. Each player was 
awarded points for his team for 
every victory. The same went 
with doubles. 
Saluki Coach Dick LeFevre 
entered Per Wadmark, Rollie 
Oliquino, Gabriel eoch and 
Chris Visconti in the top four. 
and Paul Rasch, Lars Nils:svn. 
Scott Krcleger and Roeland 
deKort in the bottom four. Rash 
and deKort, Wadmark and 
Oliquino, Krueger and Nilss01. 
See TENNIS, Page 18 
Injuries hurt gridders, but not record 
By Jim l..exa 
Staff Writer 
,Injuries have a way of 
decimating a sports team. 
When a tean. loses a key 
player, whether it is for one 
game or more or just for a 
practice, it has to have a 
capable replacement to be 
competitive. 
SIU-C Coach Rey Dempsey 
knows the feeling. 
"Early in the week after the 
injury, the team feels bad for 
the injured person," Dempsey 
said, "As the week .1oes on, they 
try to lift th3t person up, make 
him feel better. On the field, 
everybody gives a little bit 
more because they know 
everybody ha'l to help pull 
together." 
Dempsey's I-AA No.2-ranked 
Salukis have had numerous 
injuries to key personnel this 
yc.lr, but have managed to stay 
unddeated with a 6-0 record 
heading into Saturday's contest 
at Southwest 1\ issouri Stute. 
Starting quarterback iUck 
Johnson was knocked out of 
action after his left knee and 
ankle were injured in the season 
opener at Western Illinois, 
Johnson did not dress for the 
next two games - a thrilling 17-
14 victory over Eastern Illinois 
and a 56-7 rout of Southeast 
Missouri State. He started but 
played sparingly in a third 
game - a 52-9 trouncing over 
Northern Iowa. 
Backup quarterback Darren 
Dixon replaced Johnson, Even 
though Dixon has completed 
only 26 of 63 passes this season, 
he has thrown for 451 yards -
an average of 17.3 yards per' 
completion - and two touch-
downs, with just two 'in-
terceptions, 
Although the fifth game of the 
year, against Arkansas State, 
marked the first time that 
Johnson had' played an entire 
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game this season, he said he felt 
about 90 percent recovered 
from his injuries. 
This week JohnsGn is 
preparing to start his third 
game in a row. In his last two 
games, he has completed 34 of 
59 passes Cor 484 yards anC: four 
touchdowns, while throwing 
four interceptions. 
"When some of the injured 
players come back," Dempsey 
said, "they're ready to play. 
They're sharp. Some of the 
other injured players come 
back and they don't start. , 
They're not sharp and they need ' 
the work in practice." 
An injured shoulder to 
starting fullback Corky Field 
was another wrench thrown into 
the Saluki attack. Field, who 
Dempsey describes as a hard 
runner and a good pass 
receiver, missed the second and 
third games of the year. 
He has come back to gain 111 
yards on 34 carries. Field has 
caught three passes for 53 yards 
and has scored two touchdowns, 
one through tne air and one on 
the ground. 
The running attack has 
averaged 142.2 yards per game. 
Because Dempsey likes to 
rotate his running backs, four 
backs, including Field, have 
gair.ed more than 100 yards this 
ye(!r. 
A big injury to the Saluki 
offensive line was to starting 
strong guard John Hietbrink. 
Hietbrink suffered a separated 
shoulder in the Northern Iowa 
game, was operated on and, 
according to men's sports in-
formation, was optimistically 
scheduled to be Ollt for four to 
six weeks, but realistically for 
six to eight wetks. 
The week after the Northern 
Iowa game, Hietbrink had 
expressed confidence that he 
would be back in time for the 
NCAA I-AA playoffs, provided 
the Salukis advanced that far. 
Backup split end Tony Adams 
missed two games because of a 
concussion suffered in an 
automobile accident. Although 
Adams said he thought he was 
not going to play in last wef.'k's 
Drake game, he ill!"! see action 
late in the game. 
"I thought if Coach Dempsey 
really would have needed me, 
he wou'.d have used me early in 
the game," Adams said. "After 
the first quarter, I figured he 
was trying to give me another 
week to recover. I was sur· 
prised when I played in the 
fourth quarter." 
Even illnesses have caused 
concern for Dempsey. This 
season, bronchitis has been 
going around the football team. 
Some of the players have 
~~~:~tg~~~t~~evebe~~S~bl~ ~~ 
make practice, but did not 
. perform up to par, Dempsey 
said. . 
